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Abstract 
Membrane technology is an energy saving, environment friendly and low cost 
separation technology. This master’s thesis has focused on testing and optimization of 
polyvinylamine/polyvinylalcohol (PVAm/PVA) blend fixed-site-carrier (FSC) 
membranes on polysulfone supports for separation of carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
methane (CH4). Permeation tests, process simulation and cost estimation were applied 
to evaluate CO2/CH4 separation performance and process feasibility for biogas 
upgrading. Utilization of biogas as a natural gas substitute or as vehicle fuel can 
contribute to reduced greenhouse gas emissions. 

Orthogonal experimental design (OED) was employed to study the influences of 
membrane preparation conditions on the gas transport properties of flat sheet 
PVAm/PVA blend FSC membranes. The conjoint analysis method was applied for 
the statistical analysis of OED results using SPSS software, and the importance of the 
investigated membrane preparation condition parameters on the CO2/CH4 separation 
performance was found to be: polymer concentration in casting solution > heat 
treatment temperature > heat treatment duration > content of carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) in polymer. The optimized membrane preparation conditions in the interval 
investigated were: 1 wt% polymer in the casting solution, containing 3 wt% of CNTs, 
heat-treated at 105 °C for 0.5 h. It was found that a membrane with a very thin 
selective layer (375 nm) was able to achieve both high CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 
permeance. 

Reinforcing the PVAm/PVA membrane with CNTs was investigated, but no 
significant effect was found within the range of investigation. SEM analysis has 
shown that CNTs gathers in large aggregates, and that an even distribution of well-
dispersed CNTs is needed to secure a defect free selective layer. 

Permeation tests were performed in an advanced mixed gas permeation rig and 
operating conditions were optimized on the basis of OED and conjoint analysis by 
SPSS software. The relative importance of the operating condition parameters 
investigated in this work was in the following order: relative humidity > sweep gas 
flow rate > feed gas pressure > feed gas flow rate. The optimized operating conditions 
were found at a feed gas pressure of 2 bar with a relative humidity of 80 % and a feed 
gas flow rate and sweep gas flow rate at 12.3 cm3/s and 0.18 cm3/s, respectively. 
CO2/CH4 selectivity of 31 with a CO2 permeance of 0.16 m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar) was 
obtained at optimized conditions.  

A conceptual design of a biogas upgrading process with a feed gas flow rate at 300 
Nm3/h (60 vol% CH4 and 40 vol% CO2) was conducted. Two different process 
designs with a feed gas pressure of 2 and 5 bar were simulated in UniSim. In a two-
stage membrane module separation system with recycle it was possible to purify 
biogas up to 99.3 vol% CH4 (vehicle fuel quality), and obtain a CH4 recovery of 98 %. 
The total membrane area was reduced a lot by increasing the feed gas pressure from 2 
to 5 bar. The capital cost of the most promising process design was estimated to be 
US$4.622 million, and the running costs were estimated to be US$0.603/Nm3 
upgraded biogas. The total membrane area was 7900 m2. The most important 
economic parameter for upgrading biogas is the price of upgraded biogas as vehicle 
fuel, and a price of US$1.22/Nm3 is necessary to secure a positive net present value of 
the project after 10 years. 
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Sammendrag 
Membranteknologi er en energieffektiv, miljøvennlig og rimelig separasjonsteknologi. 
I denne masteroppgaven er det fokusert på testing og optimalisering av en membran 
av to blandede polymere, polyvinylamin og polyvinylalkohol (PVAm/PVA), på en 
støttestruktur av polysulfon for oppgradering av biogass. PVAm/PVA-membranen har 
bæregrupper bundet til hovedkjeden som fasiliterer transport av karbondioksid (CO2). 
Permeansmålinger, prosessimulering og kostnadsestimering ble benyttet for å 
evaluere membranens separasjonseffektivitet av CO2 og metan (CH4) og 
gjennomførbarhet for oppgradering av biogass. Benyttelse av biogass som et 
naturgass-substitutt eller som drivstoff kan bidra til reduksjon av drivhusgassutslipp. 

Ortogonalt eksperimentelt design (OED) ble benyttet for å studere hvordan 
betingelsene i prosedyren for tillagning av membran påvirket separasjons-
effektiviteten til flatark PVAm/PVA-membraner. Conjoint-analyse ble benyttet for 
den statistiske analysen av OED–resultatene vha. SPSS-programvare, og den relative 
signifikansen av betingelsene i tillagningsprosedyren ble sortert i rekkefølgen: 
polymerkonsentrasjon i tillagningsløsning > varmebehandlingstemperatur > 
varmebandlingsvarighet > innhold av karbon-nanorør i polymer. I den undersøkte 
variasjonsbredden var de optimale betingelsene i tillagningsprosedyren: 1 vekt% 
polymer i tillagningsløsning med 3 vekt% karbon-nanorør, varmebehandlet ved 
105 °C i 0,5 timer. Det ble funnet at en membran med et meget tynt selektivt lag (375 
nm) kunne oppnå både høy CO2/CH4-selektivitet og CO2-permeans. Forsterkning av 
PVAm/PVA-membranen med karbon-nanorør ble undersøkt, men ingen signifikant 
effekt ble funnet i den undersøkte variasjonsbredden. SEM-analyser viste at karbon-
nanorør samler seg i store aggregater, og at en jevn distribusjon av godt dispergerte 
karbon-nanorør er nødvendig for å sikre et defektfritt selektivt lag. 

Permeansmålinger ble utført i en avansert permeasjonsrigg for gassblandinger og 
driftsbetingelsene ble optimalisert ved OED og conjoint-analyse med SPSS-
programvare.  Den relative signifikansen av driftsbetingelsene ble sortert i 
rekkefølgen: relativ fuktighet > strømningshastighet av bæregass  > fødegasstrykk > 
strømningshastighet av fødegass. De optimaliserte driftsbetingelsene ble funnet til å 
være: fødegasstrykk ved 2 bar og en relativ fuktighet på 80 % med en 
strømningshastighet av fødegass på og bæregass på henholdsvis 12,3 cm3/s og 0,18 
cm3/s. Ved optimale driftsbetingelser ble det registrert en CO2/CH4-selektivitet på 31 
og en CO2-permeans på 0.16 m3(STP)/(m2.time.bar). 

Et konseptuelt prosessdesign for oppgradering av biogass med en strømningshastighet 
av fødegass på 300 Nm3/time (60 vol% CH4, 40 vol% CO2) ble konstruert ved å 
simulere to ulike prosessdesign med fødegasstrykk på 2 og 5 bar i UniSim. I et 
separasjonssystem med en to-trinns membranmodul med resirkulasjon var det mulig å 
oppgradere biogass til 99.3 vol% CH4 (drivstoffkvalitet) og oppnå en 
gjenvinningsgrad av CH4 på 98 %. Det totale membranarealet som var nødvendig for 
å utføre separasjonen ble vesentlig redusert ved å øke fødegasstrykket fra 2 til 5 bar. 
Anleggsomkostningene av det mest lovende prosessdesignet ble estimert til 4,622 
millioner US$, og driftskostnadene ble estimert til 0,603 US$ per Nm3 oppgradert 
biogass. Det totale membranarealet var 7900 m2. Den viktigste økonomiske 
parameteren i oppgradering av biogass er prisen på oppgradert biogass til 
drivstoffkvalitet. En pris på 1,22 US$ per Nm3 er nødvendig for å sikre en positiv 
nåverdi av prosjektet etter 10 års drift. 
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1 Introduction 
The use of polymer membranes to selectively remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from gas 
mixtures attracts great interest for many applications, such as natural gas sweetening, 
biogas upgrading, separation of CO2 in enhanced oil recovery applications and 
separation of CO2 from air in a spacecraft or enclosed space [1, 2]. Separation of CO2 
from flue gases has become increasingly important with the concerns about climate 
change. As membrane technology is energy efficient, environment friendly and at a 
low cost it has a potential to become an attractive technology for CO2 separation [3].  

1.1 Energy consumption and climate change 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 2011 predicts a 53 percent growth 
in the world marketed energy consumption from 2008 to 2035 [4]. Most of the growth 
is due to the demand by strong economic growth in the non-OECD nations. The 
International Energy Outlook 2011 (IEO 2011) reference case predicts that fossil fuels 
will continue to supply much of the worldwide energy demand, but renewable energy 
will be the fastest growing energy source [4].  

The transport sector is predicted to account for 82 percent of the 26.5 million barrels 
per day increase in worldwide oil consumption from 2008 to 2035 [4]. 
Unconventional resources (mostly Canadian oil sands, Brazilian biofuels and 
Venezuelan extra-heavy oil) will by then have grown to 12 percent of the total world 
liquids supply [4]. The worldwide consumption of natural gas is likely to increase 
from 3.14 to 4.79 trillion cubic meters (52 percent) from 2008 to 2035 [4]. 
Unconventional gas production (mostly shale gas) is estimated to cover 47 percent of 
the U.S. natural gas production in 2035 [4].  

Energy-related CO2 emission is likely to increase from 30.2 billion metric tons in 
2008 to 43.2 billion metric tons in 2035. Coal continues to account for the largest 
share of CO2 emissions, and much of the projected increase in CO2 emissions occurs 
among the developing non-OECD nation. [4]. CO2 is the most important greenhouse 
gas emission in the atmosphere caused by humans [5]. The atmospheric concentration 
of CO2 in 2005 exceeds by far the natural range over the last 650,000 years (180 to 
300 ppm) as determined from ice cores. Burning of fossil fuel is the primary source of 
increased atmospheric concentration of CO2 since the pre-industrial period. The 
concentrations of methane and nitrous oxides in the atmosphere have also increased 
drastically since the industrial revolution. IPCC claims it is very likely that the 
observed increase in global temperature is due to the increase in greenhouse gas 
emissions caused by human activity. IPCC projects that the global surface 
temperature is likely to increase by 1.1 to 6.4 °C between 1990 and 2100 [5]. Warmer 
climate leads to sea level rise, melting of glaciers, more intense and longer droughts, 
more extreme winds and loss of biodiversity [5]. 

IPCC reported three possible options to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions: More 
efficient usage of energy, switch to renewable and nuclear energy and carbon capture 
and storage (CCS) [6]. This master’s thesis will focus mainly on biogas upgrading 
since biogas will not contribute to an increased concentration of CO2 in the 
atmosphere, and upgrading biogas to high purity of CH4 is considered more energy 
efficient than to use biogas for electrical energy generation [7]. 
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1.2  Biogas upgrading 

Production of biogas is associated with high energy content per area and a flexible 
feedstock e.g. sludge from sewage treatment plants, organic waste at landfill sites and 
pure energy crops for on-farm biogas production [7]. Biogas is usually produced by 
anaerobic fermentation of the feedstock material and contains a mixture of 40-60 % 
methane (CH4), the rest being mostly carbon dioxide (CO2) with traces of water 
(H2O), hydrogen (H2), nitrogen (N2), oxygen (O2), and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) [8]. 
The total biogas production in Europe was around fourteen billion cubic meters in 
2006 and is expected to grow with a 10-20 percent rate each year. Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) is often the preferred technology for utilizing biogas as an energy 
source, and is economically favourable if there are heat consumers nearby the plant. It 
is also possible to use biogas as a natural gas substitute by removing most of the CO2, 
and this is considered as more energy efficient than CHP [7]. Upgraded biogas as a 
natural gas substitute can be injected to a natural gas grid or be used as fuel for 
vehicles run on compressed natural gas. The combustion will then not contribute to a 
higher concentration of carbon in the atmosphere [7]. 
 
Separating CO2 from CH4 can be achieved by several existing technologies: 
Absorption using physical or chemical wet scrubbing, pressure swing or temperature 
swing adsorption, cryogenic distillation or by different types of membranes [9]. Gas 
separations by membranes is preferred if there is a relatively low volumetric flow and 
a fairly high CO2 concentration in the feed gas [7], which is usually the case at biogas 
plants. One of the major advantages for membrane separation is that upgraded biogas 
can be delivered at high pressure [8]. 

The majority of membranes currently used for gas separation are polymer membranes, 
due to their good separation performance and ease of inexpensive fabrication of 
hollow fiber or spiralled-wound membrane modules. But the separation performance 
of polymer membranes is usually less than a CO2/CH4 selectivity of 40 combined 
with a CO2 permeance above 0.27 m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar), which is required to be 
competitive with amine absorption [2]. Several breakthroughs in recent years have 
lead to the development of new membranes with high separation performance for 
CO2/CH4 mixtures, e.g. carbon molecular sieve membranes, zeolite membranes, 
mixed matrix membranes and polymers of intrinsic microporosity. Expensive and 
complicated fabrication processes, difficulties with up-scaling and durability 
problems are issues that must be solved before the full potential of these membranes 
is known [10].  

Fixed-site-carrier (FSC) membranes have gained a lot of interest because they show 
high separation performance due to the facilitated transport mechanism. FSC 
membranes may selectively permeate CO2 by a reversible reaction between CO2 and a 
carrier in the membrane. Other gases such as H2, N2 and CH4 will only permeate by 
the solution-diffusion mechanism [11]. Polyvinylamine (PVAm) has been reported as 
an excellent FSC membrane material as it contains over 30 % amino groups that 
serves as carriers for CO2, the highest among all amine containing polymers [10]. The 
PVAm FSC membrane is at the development stage, but with the combination of good 
CO2/CH4 separation performance and the advantages of polymer membranes it is a 
promising process alternative for biogas upgrading. 
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1.3  Aim of the project 

The principal objective of this work has been to further develop a high performance 
PVAm/PVA FSC membrane for biogas upgrading. To achieve high CO2/CH4 
separation performance the following sub-objectives were stated: 

• Optimization of membrane preparation conditions, including membrane 
thickness, reinforcement with carbon nanotubes, heat treatment temperature 
and duration. Identification of the relative importance of the variables and 
characterization of membranes by scanning electron microscopy. 

• Investigation of operating parameters, including feed gas pressure, feed gas 
flow rate, sweep gas flow rate and relative humidity, to optimize the operating 
conditions to gain high CO2/CH4 separation performance and identify the 
relative importance of the parameters. 

• Based on the prepared PVAm/PVA membranes at optimal conditions, process 
simulation was also to be conducted to evaluate membrane separation 
performance and process feasibility using Unisim and economic cost 
estimation.  

The motivation for this project was to contribute to increased membrane CO2 
separation efficiency and optimum process design for making an environment 
friendly alternative to other separation processes. 

1.4 Outline of thesis 

This master’s thesis includes 9 chapters. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the 
project background, the advantages of FSC membranes for biogas upgrading and the 
aim of the project. Chapter 2 presents the fundamental theory of membranes and 
transport mechanisms. Chapter 3 describes the PVAm/PVA FSC membrane in detail 
from preparation to industrial application. Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of 
the experimental equipment, methods and procedures for preparation and 
characterization of PVAm/PVA FSC membranes. Chapter 5 presents the results and 
discussions of optimization of membrane preparation conditions and operating 
conditions and SEM analysis. Chapter 6 gives the simulation basis and the results and 
discussion of the process simulation. Chapter 7 presents the uncertainties in these 
experiments, chapter 8 gives the conclusions and chapter 9 gives suggestions for 
future work. Some supporting information and calculations are attached in the 
appendices.  

Appendix A: Gas composition at Ecopro 
Appendix B: Mass and energy balance of simulation case D 
Appendix C: Economic calculations 
Appendix D: Original project description 
Appendix E: Risk assessment 
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2 Background and theory 

2.1 Membrane definition 

Membranes are semi permeable barriers that separate two liquid phases, two gas 
phases or a liquid and a gas phase by differences in transport rate through the 
membrane. 

2.2 Benefits and challenges of membranes 

Membranes can be used for a large number of separation processes, and the benefits 
of membranes can be summed up as the following [12]: 

• Continuous separation. 
• Low energy consumption. 
• Membranes can easily be used in combination with other separation processes. 
• Easy to scale up. 
• No moving parts. 
• Relatively easy to operate and control. 

There are also some general challenges to be mentioned: 

• Low membrane lifetime. 
• Trade off between selectivity and flux. 

 

2.3 Classification of membranes 

A membrane can be made from many different materials, and synthetic membranes 
are tailor made for a specific separation process. Synthetic membranes can be divided 
into organic and inorganic membranes. Organic membranes are made of polymers 
and this group can be used for a large area of applications. Inorganic membranes can 
be made from glasses and ceramics. Different types of membranes can be made by 
different preparation techniques. Membranes are usually divided into three basic 
types: Porous membranes used for microfiltration and ultrafiltration, dense 
membranes used for gas separation, pervaporation and dialyses, and carrier-mediated 
membranes used for gas separation and liquid separation [12]. A schematic drawing 
of the basic types of membranes is given in Figure 2.1, but not all membranes and 
membrane structures are covered by this classification. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic drawing of porous membrane (left), dense membrane (centre) and 
carrier-mediated membrane (right) [12] 

Polymer membranes can be divided into two broad categories – rubbery and glassy. 
Rubbery polymers are soft and elastic, and segments of the polymer backbone can 
rotate freely around their axis. Glassy polymers have a more rigid, though structure, 
and steric hindrance give no space for segmental rotation of the polymer backbone 
[13]. 

2.3.1 Microporous membranes 

A microporous membrane has much in common with a conventional filter when it 
comes to structure and function. It has a rigid, highly voided structure with 
interconnected pores [13]. Porous membranes have fixed pores in the range of 0.1-10 
µm for microfiltration and 2-100 nm for ultrafiltration. Porous membranes separate 
two species by discriminating between particle sizes. The pore size determines which 
particles or molecules are retained and which are able to pass through the membrane, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. High selectivities can be obtained when particle size is 
large relative to the pore size [12].  

 

Figure 2.2 Selective permeation of molecules by molecular sieving [13] 

Carbon molecular sieve (CMS) membranes are new high performance materials for 
gas separation. Selectivities obtained are usually higher than those of polymeric 
materials, and CO2 transport though the membrane is kept high. CMS membranes are 
able to separate molecules with quite similar kinetic diameter e.g. oxygen (0.346 nm) 
and nitrogen (0.364 nm), and withstand harsh environments, like high temperature 
and acidic solutions [14]. CMS membranes are often brittle and module construction 
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is a challenge. CMS membranes are also much more expensive than polymer 
membranes, so very high performance is needed for CMS membranes to be preferred 
over polymer membranes [15]. 

Polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) have recently been synthesized. PIMs are 
prepared with a backbone that has no conformational freedom, but also prevents 
packing and contains a large free volume fraction. PIMs represents a new class of 
microporous material that have interconnected pores less than 2 nm in size [15], and 
have received attention as potential membrane material for CO2 separation. 

Thermally rearranged (TR) polymers are prepared with tuned microvoids that can 
result in performance enhancement by selective transport trough polymer membranes. 
It is possible to control the average interchain spacing and free volume elements to 
increase the molecular sieving effect [16]. TR polymer membranes can separate CO2 
and CH4 by letting CO2 pass though hourglass-shaped pores connected by size 
selective throats that hinders the passage of larger molecules, e.g. CH4 [15]. 

2.3.2 Ceramic, zeolite and metallic membranes 

Ceramics have been developed for microfiltration and ultrafiltration purposes, but can 
also be prepared as dense membranes. They are usually made of aluminium, titanium 
or silica oxides. Ceramics have the ability to withstand high temperature and show 
high chemical stability. Ceramics are attractive materials for gas separation at high 
temperature, in the food industry and for pharmaceutical applications [13]. Zeolites 
are inorganic membranes that separate a mixture on the basis of molecular size and 
shape and/or adsorption properties. Selectivity based on adsorption/diffusion of 
permeants on the pore walls is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Molecules that adsorb and 
diffuse at the highest rate will cross the membrane faster than the weakly adsorbed 
and slow permeants. The molecules that have the largest diameter are usually the 
most soluble. As a result, the larger molecules will pass through the membrane, while 
the small molecules will be retained [12]. 

 

Figure 2.3 Permeation of condensable and noncondensable gas molecules though a membrane 
by selective surface flow [13] 

Zeolites show high thermal and chemical resistance compared to polymer membranes, 
and can be prepared to obtain high selectivity. Zeolites have been reported with 
separation factors for H2/N2 up to 140. It is expected that mass-produced zeolite 
membrane modules will cost less than US$1000/m2 and is then competitive in both 
economics and performance with other membrane modules. Zeolites might also 
separate CO2 and CH4. A drawback is the possible formation of defects that gives 
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larger pathways than the zeolite pores [15]. Recent zeolite membranes show drastic 
improvement in gas separation properties compared to current commercial polymer 
membranes, but they are still very expensive, difficult to process and difficult to 
handle [17]. Table 2.1 show a comparison of CO2/CH4 separation performance of 
inorganic membranes. 

Metallic membranes are usually prepared by sintering of metal powders, but the 
commercial applications are limited [12]. Dense palladium-based membranes have 
been considered for hydrogen separation even though they cost 50 times more than 
polymer membranes [13].  

Table 2.1 Comparison of membrane separation performance of some inorganic membranes 

Membrane CO2/CH4  
Selectivity 
(-) 

CO2 
permeance 
m3(STP)/ 
(m2.h.bar)  

System Δp 
 
(bar) 

Ref. 

Highly hydrophobic DDR- type 
zeolite membrane on a-alumina 
support 
 

200 2.35 50/50 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

2 [18] 

Dual-layer hollow carbon fiber 
membrane with closely packed beta 
zeolite nanoparticles 
 

128 0.03 50/50 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

10 [19] 

Dual-layer microporous silica 
membrane prepared by a novel sol–
gel dip-coating process 

200 0.82 50/50 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

5.5 [20] 

 

2.3.3 Mixed matrix membranes 

Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) consist of zeolite particles dispersed in a polymer 
matrix. MMMs are expected to combine the selectivity and chemical resistance of 
zeolite membranes with the low cost and easy processability of polymer membranes. 
Permeation occurs by a combination of diffusion through the polymer phase and the 
zeolite particles [13]. Inorganic and polymer membranes, together with MMMs and 
palladium membranes have been reported as promising membrane materials for 
CO2/CH4 separation [9]. The drawbacks of MMMs are high cost, difficulties of 
commercial scale manufacture as well as brittleness and interfacial defects between 
the two phases [15].  

2.3.4 Liquid membranes 

Liquid membranes consist of a liquid film immobilized and stabilized in a porous 
membrane. The porous membrane serves only as a support for the liquid film. 
Selectivity is obtained based on the distribution coefficients of the components to be 
separated in the liquid. Liquid membranes show rather low selectivities [12], but 
liquid membranes containing carriers to facilitate selective transport of gases or ions 
have been of interest for a long time [13]. Supported ionic liquid membranes have 
recently been considered for industrial gas separation applications, specially, low 
pressure systems such as upgrading of biogas and CO2 capture from flue gases [21]. 
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2.3.5 Nonporous, dense membranes 

In nonporous, dense membranes permeants diffuse through a dense film by driving 
forces of pressure, concentration or electrical potential gradient. The separation of 
components in a mixture is based on the different rate of transport of the components 
through the membrane. The transport rate is determined by the solubility and 
diffusivity of the components in the membrane [13], as will be further discussed in 
chapter 2.5. This type of membranes can separate molecules that are in the same size 
range. Nonporous membranes are used in pervaporation, gas separation, reverse 
osmosis and dialysis [12]. Polymer membranes dominates the gas separation market 
because of low cost and good processability, even though they possess poor gas 
permeance and moderate selectivity [17]. For separation of CO2 and CH4, cellulose 
acetate membranes has slowly been replaced by polyimide and polyaramide 
membranes [2]. Polyimides were highlighted as an especially good membrane 
material for gas separation due to high selectivity and permeance, high thermal 
stability, chemical resistance and mechanical strength [9]. Important physical 
properties for polymer membranes are given in chapter 2.4. 

2.3.6 Composite membranes 

The transport rate of a species through a membrane is inversely proportional to the 
membrane thickness. A thin membrane has a high transport rate, which is desired. 
Anisotropic membranes consist of a thin surface layer supported by a more porous 
substructure, where most of the resistance is found in the top layer [12]. The surface 
layer determines the separation performance of the membrane, while the substructure 
provides mechanical support [13]. Composite membranes consist of a top dense layer, 
usually in the range 0.5-2.0 µm, on a porous support made from different materials, as 
indicated in Figure 2.4. An additional top layer can be coated on top of the selective 
layer to seal any defects. The advantage of composite membranes is that each layer 
can be adjusted to obtain high selectivity and permeation rate as well as chemical and 
thermal stability [12]. Lately, composite membranes have taken over more of the 
membrane market, because custom made polymers can be tailored to a specific gas 
separation problem [2]. 

 

Figure 2.4 Two-layer composite membrane made by a thin selective layer coated on a porous 
support layer that provides mechanical strength [13] 
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2.3.7 Facilitated transport membranes 

The transport through facilitated transport membranes is based on a specific carrier 
molecule that selectively favours the transport of one of the species present in the feed. 
Specially tailored carriers can obtain extremely high selectivity in gas and liquid 
separation [12]. A lot of research has been devoted to facilitated transport membranes, 
but it is suggested by some that only a limited attention should be given to these 
membranes in the future. Facilitated transport membranes was looked upon as a “long 
shot”, and a breakthrough was needed to change the pessimistic view [1, 9].  Some 
authors find facilitated transport membranes to have proved promising results [2, 15]. 
A poly(amidoamide) dendrimer as an immobilized liquid membrane and a FSC 
membrane of crosslinked PVA/PVAm by Hägg et al. [11] have been highlighted as 
the most promising ones. Facilitated transport membranes will de described in detail 
in chapter 2.5.2 and chapter 3. 

2.4 Important physical properties for polymer membranes 

Gas transport through polymeric materials is affected by numerous polymer 
properties, such as morphology, fractional free volume, crosslinking, polymer polarity, 
defects, thermal treatment, glass transition temperature, average molecular weight, 
molecular weight distribution, degree of crystallization, etc. [9].  

2.4.1 Crystallinity and glass transition temperature 

Crystallinity affect mechanical properties and permeability of polymers. Crystallinity 
depends on regularity of the structure, which implicates that isotactic polymers may 
be very crystalline while atactic polymers are non-crystalline [12]. Thermal motion in 
rubbery polymers leads to high permeant diffusion coefficients. Thermal motion in 
glassy polymers is limited, and low permeant diffusion coefficient is expected. If the 
temperature of a glassy polymer is raised, at one point the thermal energy is sufficient 
to overcome the steric hindrance that prohibits segmental movement of the polymer 
backbone. This temperature, where a non-crystalline polymer changes from a glassy 
to a rubbery state, is defined as the glass transition temperature (Tg) [13]. Tg is 
determined by chain flexibility and chain interaction. Chain flexibility is mainly 
determined by the flexibility of the main chain. Vinyl polymers are very flexible since 
the main chain consists entirely of –C–C–bonds. High flexibility gives a low Tg. 
When aromatic groups are present in the main chain, as in polysulfone, Tg is high 
(190 °C). Polymers with low Tg are generally more permeable than polymers with 
high Tg, but there is roughly a trend. Other effects may also influence the permeability 
[12].  Diffusivity and permeance have been reported to have good correlations with Tg, 
while solubility is essentially independent of Tg. Side chain mobility might also affect 
Tg, and thereby also the transport parameters [22]. In general, rubbery polymers have 
moderate permeabilities and low selectivities while glassy polymers show low 
permeability and moderate selectivity. By combining a rubbery and a glassy polymer, 
a membrane can be adjusted to meet a specific separation problem [23].  

The relative mobility of gases is characterized by their diffusion coefficient, and it 
differs significantly in rubbers and glasses. Diffusion coefficients in glassy polymers 
decrease more rapidly with increasing permeant size than in rubbers [13]. Figure 2.5 
shows how diffusion coefficient, D (cm2/s), and the size of the permeant are 
correlated for glassy and rubbery polymers. An almost linear relationship is observed 
between diffusion coefficient and the square of the kinetic diameter, dk

2 (Å2), of the 
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permeant. It comes from an accepted model that suggests that activation energy of 
diffusion is proportional to the effective cross-sectional area of inert gas molecules. 
This relationship might not exist when CO2 is transported through an amine-
containing polymer membrane [22].  

 

Figure 2.5 Correlation between diffusion coefficients on permeant kinetic diameter in a) 
glassy polymers: poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP), polyvinyltrimethylsilane 
(PVTMS), polycarbonate (PC), per-fluorocarbon copolymers of 2,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)-4,5-
difluoro-1,3-dioxole (BDD) and tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) containing 65 mol% BDD 
(AF1600) and 87 mol% BDD (AF2400), and b) rubbery polymers including crosslinked 
poly(ethylene glycol diacrylate) (XLPEGDA), semicrystalline poly(ethylene oxide) (SC 
PEO), natural rubber (NR) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [22] 

The change in diffusion coefficient when the state of the polymer changes can be 
illustrated with the plasticization phenomenon. If a glassy polymer is exposed to a 
permeant that causes plasticization the polymer changes from a glassy state to rubbery 
state, to a solvent-swollen gel, and finally to a dilute polymer solution. The diffusion 
coefficient of the permeant increases with higher degree of plasticization and the 
respective matrix material changes observed. Tg is decreased by plasticization of the 
polymer, and the thermal energy overcomes the steric hindrance so that polymer 
chains have the freedom to rotate and the polymer becomes a rubber [13].   

Rubbery membranes operate above Tg. Examples of rubbery polymers are 
polydimethylsiloxane, polyethylene glycol and silicone rubber. They often achieve 
their selectivity by difference in solubility, and larger molecules often permeate faster 
than smaller molecules. Rubbery membranes is then often used when the retentate 
stream with small molecules at high pressure is the desired product, as in syngas 
separation where it is desired to keep H2 at elevated pressure, and let larger gases, like 
CO2, transport through the membrane [24]. 

Glassy membranes operate below Tg. The polymer chain rearrangement operates at a 
very long time scale, and never reaches thermodynamic equilibrium. The polymer 
chains are packed imperfectly, leading to form microscopic voids in the polymer 
matrix. Within these voids Langmuir adsorption of gases occurs that increases the 
solubility. Examples of glassy membranes are polysulfone and Matrimid© polyimide. 
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Glassy polymer membranes often selectively permeate one species faster than another 
based on differences in diffusivity, and have been suggested for post-combustion CO2 
capture and natural gas sweetening [24]. 

A lot of work has been done to quantify the relation between polymer structure and 
permeation properties, but a complete understanding of the structure-property 
relationship does not exist today. A set of semi empirical rules allow permeation 
properties of related families of polymers to be correlated based on small changes in 
their chemical structures. The most common correlating tool is the polymer’s 
fractional free volume [13].   

2.4.2 Free volume 

Free volume in polymers is defined as the volume not directly occupied by atoms 
constituting the polymer chains. It is a characteristic of all solid materials, but in the 
case of glassy polymers and their application as membrane material it is of particular 
interest. Polymers below Tg are in a non-equilibrium state and may give rise to a time-
dependent relaxation phenomena or physical aging, leading to a gradual decrease of 
the free volume. The free volume cannot be measured directly, but calculated by 
investigation of the surroundings [24]. The polymer’s fractional free volume, υf 
(cm3/cm3), is usually defines as [13]: 

 ! f =
! !!0
!

     (2.1) 

where υ is the specific volume of the polymer (cm3/g), and υ0 is the volume occupied 
by the polymer molecules themselves (cm3/g). The free volume of a polymer is then 
the sum of the spaces between the polymer chains, the volume not occupied by 
macromolecules [13]. In the glassy state (T < Tg) the free volume fraction is almost 
constant, while it increases above Tg with the following correlation [12]: 

 ! f =! f ,Tg
+ !" (T "Tg )                     (2.2) 

where υf,Tg is the free volume fraction at Tg, ∆α (cm3/(cm3.K)) is the thermal 
expansion coefficient, T (K) is the temperature and Tg (K) is the glass transition 
temperature. Figure 2.6 shows polymer volume as a function of temperature, and 
illustrates the concept of free volume. At high temperature the polymer is in a rubbery 
state, and some unoccupied spaces – free volume – exist between the polymer chains 
because the polymer does not pack perfectly. The free volume is higher in the rubbery 
state than in the glassy state, since the packing density is higher in a crystal lattice 
than in an amorphous, rubbery structure. The free volume is a small fraction of the 
total volume, but it allows some rotation of the polymer backbone at high 
temperatures. The free volume decreases with decreased temperature. At the glass 
transition temperature, the free volume is decreased to a point where the polymer 
chains no longer can rotate freely. When the motion of the polymer chains stop, the 
free volume freezes into the polymer matrix. When continuingly decreasing the 
temperature, a decrease in occupied volume is observed as the vibrational energy of 
the groups forming the polymer decreases, but the free volume elements remain 
essentially constant. Therefore, in a glassy polymer, the free volume consists of the 
free volume elements caused by incomplete packing of polymer chains and the excess 
free volume frozen into the polymer matrix because polymer chains cannot rotate [13]. 
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Figure 2.6 The change in volume as a function of temperature for a typical polymer [13] 

There has not been reported a clear relationship between a polymers free volume and 
its permeation properties, but there is a correlation between the free volume and the 
gas diffusion constant within a single class of materials [13]. Diffusion coefficients 
are very sensitive to the free volume in a polymer. Other factors that influence Tg can 
be both intermolecular interactions and intramolecular interactions. Intermolecular 
interactions may be influenced by the free volume, while intramolecular interactions 
are more likely to be influenced by energy barriers to rotation than on the free volume. 
Correlations of diffusivity and permeance with Tg do not, to a great enough extent, 
include the effect of free volume. Consequently, free volume is usually viewed as 
more accurate than Tg for correlating transport properties in polymers [22].  

It is generally accepted that mass transport in a dense polymer membrane is described 
by a combination of solution and diffusion of permeants. For a membrane that is not 
swollen, nor plasticized, the amount of permeant that can dissolve in the polymer 
matrix is dependent on the available sorption sites and typical dual sorption behaviour 
is often observed. The number of Langmuir sorption sites is strongly related to the 
free volume distribution of the polymer. Permeant diffusion also depends on the free 
volume distribution as it diffuses through the polymer by a kind of “hopping” 
mechanism where the permeant moves around in a free volume element until enough 
energy has been obtained to “hop” to a neighbouring free volume element. The 
energy barriers depend on the rigidity of the polymer matrix, the size of the molecule 
and how the free volume elements are connected, among others. The required energy 
increases rapidly as the size of the permeant increases as a consequence of lower 
diffusion coefficient [24]. 

It is known that glassy polymer membranes can separate gases by molecular sieving. 
Since the transport of the permeant takes place through the free volume in the 
polymer a correlation between free volume fraction and transport properties have also 
been proposed [24]: 

       (2.3) P = A !exp("B /! f )
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where P is the permeability (Barrer), A and B are empirical constants which may vary 
from gas to gas and from one polymer to another, and υf is the fractional free volume. 
This type of correlation has shown to fit quite well with experimental values for 
structurally related polymers, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. For very different families 
of polymers, the correlation is more scattered, but follows the same permeability 
dependence on free volume [22]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Correlation between CO2 permeability and fractional free volume in glassy 
aromatic polysulfone, polyimides and polycarbonates. FFV denotes fractional free volume, υf 
[22] 

2.4.3 Swelling 

Swelling is a very important factor in transport through non-porous membranes. 
Swelling is a result of interaction between the permeating specie and the polymer. 
The degree of swelling is defined as the weight fraction of the permeating component 
inside the membrane relative to the weight fraction of dry polymer. By increasing 
from a low degree of swelling to a high degree of swelling the diffusion coefficient 
for a low molecular weight component can typically increase with up to 10 orders of 
magnitude [12]. Membranes that contain ionic groups tend to absorb water, and 
charge repulsion might cause the membrane to swell excessively. Highly crosslinked 
membranes might limit swelling. However, highly crosslinked membranes makes 
polymer brittle and hard to handle [13]. Swelling can cause increased permeance and 
reduced selectivity, but selectivity can also be increased by crosslinking [22].  

2.4.4 Plasticization 

One of the main problems with polymer membranes for gas separation is gas and 
vapour induced plasticization. Plasticization results in a less rigid membrane with 
higher polymer chain mobility. Almost all membranes undergo swelling and 
plasticization under high CO2, H2S, SO2 and organic vapour partial pressure, and the 
result is often lower membrane separation performance. The mobility of the polymer 
is highest at the end of the chains. Plasticization may therefore occur more easily at 
the chain ends than at a section of the chain inside the polymer macromolecule. 
Reducing the number of chain ends in a polymer might lead to a higher plasticization 
resistance. Crosslinking can reduce the number of chain ends, and is therefor a 
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common way to reduce plasticization, but there is a trade-off between crosslinking 
density and gas permeance [24]. As the amount of sorbed permeates increases, the 
polymer chains are forced apart to accommodate permeant molecules. Plasticization 
increases the polymer chain spacing and chain mobility. Diffusion coefficients and 
permeance will then increase. Higher concentration of permeants in the feed stream 
will cause increased plasticization. Dual sorption theory and mobility models predict 
decreased permeability in glassy polymers with increased feed pressure, but 
plasticization might cause the permeability to increase [22]. In some cases 
plasticization might cause an increase in both selectivity and permeance. A plasticized 
“reverse selective membrane” (selectively permeates the largest molecule) will have 
reduced membranes size-sieving ability, but CO2 sorption will increase with higher 
free volume at elevated pressure [22]. 

Polyimides and cellulose acetate are typically used for natural gas sweetening. These 
membranes are exposed to CO2-induced plasticization, and the selectivity is less than 
the ideal selectivity of around 30, retrieved from pure gas measurements. To prevent 
the membrane from plasticization, expensive pre-treatment is necessary. 
Perfluorinated Cytop membrane have shown to be a promising alternative for natural 
gas sweetening at harsh conditions even though the selectivity is lower than for 
polyimides and cellulose acetate as this membrane does not undergo plasticization 
and keeps a high level of permeance [22]. 

2.4.5 Crosslinking 

A crosslinked polymer is a polymer in which the polymer chains are connected in a 
network between connecting sites. It is formed by reactions between sites or groups 
on existing macromolecules or by interaction between existing macromolecules. The 
term “crosslinking” can be used to describe a random network of polymer segments. 
In random crosslinked polymer the solubility in organic solvents gradually decreases 
with increased crosslinking density, and this might be necessary in some cases to 
prevent the polymer from dissolving. High crosslinking density can result in a decline 
in gas permeance, while selectivity might increase [13, 24].  

Generally, the aim of crosslinking is to enhance selectivity and prevent swelling and 
plasticization. Several crosslinking techniques have been reported for polyimides. 
Monoesterification and transesterification reactions of carboxylic acid, imide ring-
opening reactions, grafting by epoxy reactions, UV-induced crosslinking and Diels-
Aldrich-type cyclization reactions have been reported. Excess crosslinking might lead 
to a reduction in both permeance and selectivity [24]. 

2.5 Gas transport mechanisms through polymer membranes 

When molecules that are to be separated do not differ much in size, as for many gas 
separation cases, a porous membrane may not be effective. For these cases dense 
membranes are often used. They are not completely dense as there are molecular 
sized pores (free volume) that allow transport [12]. Solution-diffusion mechanism is 
often applied to dense membranes, while facilitated transport mechanism is applied 
for FSC membranes. 
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2.5.1 Solution-Diffusion mechanism 

The pore diameter is in the range of the thermal motion of the polymer chains when 
the pore diameter is less than 5 Å. Permeation is then a diffusive process controlled 
by the motion of the polymer chains [22]. The solution-diffusion model applies to 
pervaporation, reverse osmosis and gas permeation in dense polymer membranes [13].  

The starting point of the description of diffusion in membranes is the proposition that 
the driving forces of pressure, temperature, concentration and electrical potential are 
interrelated and that the overall driving forces for diffusion is the gradient in chemical 
potential of the permeant [13]. The flux, JA (m3(STP)/(m2.h)), of component A is 
described as in equation 2.4. 

      (2.4) 

where (J/mol.m) is the chemical potential gradient of component A, and LA 
(m3(STP).mol/(J.m.h)) is the proportionality coefficient. Restricting the driving forces 
to concentration and pressure gradients, the chemical potential, µ (J/mol), is written as 
[13]: 

  dµA = RTd ln(! AnA )+"Adp            (2.5) 

where nA is the mole fraction (mol/mol), γA is the activity coefficient (mol/mol), p is 
the pressure (Pa), and νA is the partial molar volume (m3/mol). Subscript A refers to 
component A. R is the universal gas constant (J/mol.K) and T is the temperature (K). 

Several assumptions are made in any permeation model. The first assumption is 
usually that the gases on either side of the membrane are in equilibrium with the 
membrane material at the interface. This gives a continuous gradient in chemical 
potential, and implies that absorption and desorption of gas molecules are much 
higher than the rate of diffusion through the membrane. This is the case in most 
membrane processes, but fails when it comes to facilitated transport membranes, 
where interfacial absorption can be slow [13]. The second assumption concerns the 
pressure and concentration gradients in the membrane. The solution-diffusion model 
assumes that when pressure is applied across the membrane, the pressure within the 
membrane is constant and equal to the feed gas pressure (pA = pA,0). This implies that 
solution-diffusion membranes transmit pressure in the same way as liquids. A 
consequence of this is that pressure across the membrane is represented as a 
concentration gradient over the membrane, and that concentration gradient is the only 
contribution to the chemical potential gradient. The chemical potential across the 
membrane is expressed as a smooth gradient in solvent activity (γini) [13], as 
illustrated in Figure 2.8. 

JA = !LA
dµA

dx

dµA / dx
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Figure 2.8 The driving force gradients for permeation through a membrane according to the 
solution-diffusion mechanism [22] 

Constant pressure removes the latter term in equation 2.5. The gradient provides a 
flow expressed by combining equation 2.4 and 2.5 [22]. Without a pressure gradient, 
this gives: 

    (2.6) 

In equation 2.6, the gradient of component A is given as a gradient in mole fraction.  
It is more practical to write the flux equation in terms of concentration (m3(STP)/m3) 
defined as: 

CA = mA!"A,STPnA      (2.7) 

where mA is the molecular weight (g/mol), ρ is the molar density (mol/m3), νA,STP is 
the partial molar  volume at STP (m3(STP)/g) and nA is the mole fraction (mol/mol). 
Subscript A refers to component A. By substituting mole fraction gradient with 
concentration gradient equation 2.6 becomes [22]: 

             (2.8) 

Assuming that γA is constant gives: 

        (2.9) 

Equation 2.9 now has the same form as Fick’s first law where the term can be 
replaced by the diffusion coefficient DA (m2/h) as in equation 2.10. Diffusion can be 
described as statistical molecular transport that results from random molecular motion. 
The direction of diffusion is given by the concentration gradient direction. Diffusivity 
is a kinetic parameter and depends on the geometry of the penetrating molecules. The 
diffusion coefficient is also dependent on the concentration of interactive systems that 
can make large molecules have a large diffusion coefficient. It is assumed that the gas 
diffusion coefficient is constant [12]. Gas diffusivity increases with decreased gas 
molecular size, increased polymer free volume, increased polymer chain flexibility, 
and decreasing with polymer-permeant interactions [25]. 

      (2.10) 
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Integrating over the membrane thickness gives: 

           (2.11) 

where CA,0  is the concentration of component A on the feed side, CA,!  is the 
concentration of component A on the permeate side and is the membrane thickness 
(m). The sorption of ideal systems, where the solubility of the gas in the membrane is 
independent of concentration, can be described by Henry´s law (linear sorption 
isotherm). Solubility is a thermodynamic parameter that gives a measure of how much 
of the permeant that is sorbed by the membrane at equilibrium. The solubility of gases 
in polymers is generally low (<0.2 vol%) [12]. In general, solubility increases with 
increasing condensability of the penetrant (i.e. higher critical temperature) and more 
favourable interactions with the polymer [25]. By defining a gas phase sorption 
coefficient SA (m3(STP)/(m3.bar)) the concentration of component A at the feed 
interphase of the membrane can be written as: 

     (2.12) 

where pA,0 is the partial pressure (bar) of component A on the feed side. Equation 2.12 
implicates that the concentration of gas in polymer is proportional to the applied 
pressure. This is often the case for gases in elastomers. In glassy membranes the 
sorption isotherm is non linear, and might be described by the dual sorption theory. In 
the dual sorption theory it is assumed that two sorption mechanisms occurs at the 
same time, one according to Henry´s law and one according to Langmuir sorption. 
The concentration of gas in polymer can then be described as the sum of both sorption 
models. It is difficult to understand how two sorption mechanisms can occur at the 
same time, but the dual sorption model often gives a good description of experimental 
data [12]. In the exact same way, the concentration of component A at the 
membrane/permeate side interface can be written as 

     (2.13) 

Combining equation 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 gives: 

          (2.14) 

The product DASA is often shortened to a permeability coefficient, PA 
(m3(STP).m/(m2.h.bar)) [12]: 

      (2.15) 

By introducing permeability, the flux equation can be written as: 

       (2.16) 

where  and  (bar) is the partial pressure of component A on the feed side and 
the permeate side, respectively, and  is the thickness of the membrane. The flow rate 
across a membrane is proportional to the difference in partial pressure and inversely 

JA =
DA (CA,0 !CA,! )

!

!

CA,0 = SA ! pA,0

CA,! = SA ! pA,!

JA =
DASA (pA,0 ! pA,! )

!

PA = DA ! SA

JA =
PA
!
(pA,0 ! pA,! )

pA,0 pA,!
!
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proportional to the membrane thickness. Equation 2.16 is widely used to accurately 
predict the properties of gas permeation membranes, and different versions of this 
equation are used for calculating the flux of a component through many types of 
membranes.  The derivation of equation 2.16 clarifies the assumptions behind the 
equation for gas transport by the solution-diffusion mechanism. First, there is only a 
concentration gradient inside the membrane. The pressure is assumed constant and 
equal to the feed pressure. Second, the absorption of a component is proportional to 
its partial pressure, but independent of the total gas pressure [13]. It is an implicit 
assumption that the permeability coefficient is constant, and independent of partial 
pressure of component A. This is invalid for swollen and plasticized membranes. In 
these cases, the fundamental processes are still occurring, but concentration 
dependent diffusion and sorption effects must be taken into account [22].  

Temperature has a large effect on the transport rate, and the solubility of non-
interactive gases in polymers gives an Arrhenius equation for the temperature effect 
as shown in equation 2.17 [12]. 

    (2.17) 

S is the solubility (m3(STP)/m3), ΔHs (J/mol) is the heat of solution, R is the universal 
gas constant (J/mol.K), T is the temperature (K) and S0 (m3(STP)/m3) is a temperature 
independent constant. The heat of solution is the sum of the heat of mixing and heat 
of condensation. It can be both exothermic and endothermic. For CH4 the heat of 
solution is a small positive value, so solubility increases slowly with increased 
temperature [12]. A similar temperature effect can be observed for the diffusion of 
gases in polymers as shown in equation 2.18 [12]. 

    (2.18) 

Ed (J/mol) is the diffusion activation energy that is dependent on the gas molecule 
geometry, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature and D0 (m2/h) is a 
temperature independent constant. A combination of equation 2.15, 2.17 and 2.18 
gives the permeability coefficient that has a temperature dependency that can be 
represented by an Arrhenius type of equation as shown in equation 2.19 [12]. 

       (2.19) 

Ep =ΔHs+Ed (J/mol) is the permeation activation energy that depends on chemical and 
physical structure of the polymer and interactions between the gas and the polymer. 
P0 (m3(STP).m/(m2.h.bar)) is a temperature independent constant. For small non-
interactive gas molecules the temperature effect on the permeability coefficient is 
mostly determent by diffusion, since solubility does not vary much with temperature 
[12]. 

The selectivity describes the membrane ability to separate two gases. The selectivity 
is a separation factor that can be described as in equation 2.20 [12]. 

S = S0 exp(!"Hs / RT )

D = D0 exp(!Ed / RT )

P = P0 exp(!Ep / RT )
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       (2.20) 

yA and yB (-) is the mole fraction A and B in the permeate, while xA and xB (-) is the 
mole fraction of component A and B on the feed side of the membrane. The 
selectivity is grater than unity, since no separation is achieved if αA/B=1. The ideal 
selectivity is given by the ratio of the permeability coefficients [12]: 

        (2.21) 

By combining equation 2.15 and 2.21 the selectivity can be written: 

 
           (2.22) 

where DA/DB is the diffusivity selectivity and SA/SB is the solubility selectivity. The 
diffusivity selectivity of the membrane material is generally governed by the relative 
mobility of the permeants. The solubility selectivity is generally governed by the 
chemistry of the membrane material [13]. The separation of gases is mainly achieved 
by diffusivity selectivity, since it is more sensitive to polymer structure and changes 
in a broader range than solubility selectivity [10]. The magnitude of diffusivity 
selectivity highly depends on whether the membrane material is above or below Tg. In 
glassy polymers, the diffusivity term is usually dominant. In rubbery polymers, the 
solubility term is usually dominant [13].  

2.5.2 Facilitated transport mechanism  

Introducing a carrier in the membrane that forms a complex with a specific gas 
component can enhance the flux of one of the gas components through the membrane. 
Because of the selectivity of the carriers, carrier facilitated membranes often achieve 
spectacular separation between closely related species [13]. Facilitated transport 
membranes offer an attractive method of achieving high selectivities while 
maintaining high gas permeance. A specific gas component will be transported 
through the membrane by the facilitated transport mechanism and by permeant 
physical dissolution and diffusion [26, 27]. The mechanism for facilitated transport 
membranes is frequently discussed, as will be seen in this chapter. 

There are two types of carriers, a schematic drawing of the two cases is given in 
Figure 2.9: Mobile carriers (liquid membranes) that can diffuse freely across the 
membrane, and fixed carriers where the carriers are immobilized in the membrane 
matrix and cannot move. Mobile carriers reacts with the targeted gas component on 
the feed side of the membrane, moves across the membrane, and release the 
component on the permeate side. The diffusivity in the mobile carrier case is higher 
than in the fixed carrier case, since it involves fewer steps. A membrane system might 
be an intermediate of the two extremes, e.g. for a gel or a swollen polymer.  

! A/B =
yA / yB
xA / xB

! A/B  ideal  =
PA
PB

! A/B  ideal  =
DA

DB

! SA
SB
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Figure 2.9 Schematic drawing of mobile carrier membrane (left) and fixed carrier membrane 
(right) [12] 

Figure 2.9 (left) shows the mechanism of facilitated transport mechanism with mobile 
carriers. The steps involved in transport of component A can be distinguished as the 
following [12]: 

1. Solute dissolves in the membrane. 
2. Complexation reaction between solute and the carrier at the feed 

side/membrane interphase forming a solute-carrier complex. 
3. The complex diffuses across the membrane. 
4.  A decomplexation reaction takes place at the membrane/permeate side 

interphase. 
5. The solute is released to the permeate stream. 
6. The carrier diffuses back. 

Facilitated transport is characterized by either a reversible chemical reaction or 
formation of a complex and a diffusion process. One approach to model the process is 
to assume that the rate of reaction is fast compared to the rate of diffusion. The 
assumption is easy to verify. Diffusion is rate determining if the flux is inversely 
proportional to the membrane thickness. If sorption/desorption is rate determining the 
flux would be constant and independent of membrane thickness. To assume a fast 
reaction rate relative to diffusion rate is a good assumption in many cases [13]. In 
carrier-mediated membranes, enhanced transport of permeant component A is 
observed in the presence of a carrier C. Component A and C form a complex AC, as 
shown in equation 2.23, that will diffuse through the membrane [12].  

              (2.23) 

Component A will diffuse through the membrane partly by free diffusion of pure 
component A, and partly by solute-carrier diffusion as the complex AC. The total flux 
will be the sum of the two as given in equation 2.24 [12]. Hence an increased 
transport of component A can be observed. 

    (2.24) 

JA (m3(STP)/(m2.h)) is the total flux of component A. The first term is the diffusion of 
A according to Fick’s first law, as given in equation 2.11. In some cases the first term 
can be ignored, due to much faster transport of component A as a solute-carrier-
complex than as free passive diffusion of pure A [13]. The latter term represents the 
facilitated diffusion where DAC is the diffusion coefficient of the solute-carrier-

A +C! AC

JA =
DA

!
CA,0 !CA,!( )+ DAC

!
CAC,0 !CAC,!( )
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complex.  (m) is the membrane thickness.  (m3(STP)/m3) and  
(m3(STP)/m3) is the concentration of AC at the membrane interface on feed and 
permeate side, respectively. will be much greater than when the permeation 
rate of the complex is much higher than of the uncomplexed permeant. A schematic 
drawing of the diffusion of component A is given in Figure 2.10. 

 

Figure 2.10 Schematic drawing of diffusion of component A via Fick’s first law (curve b) and 
facilitated diffusion (curve a) [12] 

When facilitated carriers were first introduced, the carriers were held in a liquid phase, 
immobilized in the pores of a polymer film. This configuration made the membrane 
suffer from degradation and instability problems [28-30]. One approach to overcome 
these limitations was the use of ion-exchange membranes as supports. LeBlanc et al. 
[31] reported that degradation of carriers was minimized when facilitated carriers 
were kept within the membrane matrix using electrostatic forces. Liquid loss no 
longer meant loss of the complexing agent. Singly protonated ethylenediamine cations 
were used as carriers for CO2 as shown in equation 2.25. 

CO2+2
+H3N-C2H4-NH2 !

+ H3N-C2H4-NHCOO
-++H3N-C2H4-NH3

+  (2.25) 

Another method to fix the carriers was reported by Matsuyama et al. [32-34]. High 
CO2/CH4 selectivity was found by utilizing membranes prepared by the plasma-graft 
polymerization technique. They were multilayer composite membranes consisting of 
a top plasma polymer layer made of diisopropylamine monomer and a substrate 
consisting of a silicone skin layer and a porous polyimide support. The membranes 
showed high permeance due to the thin selective layer, and a moderate CO2/CH4 
selectivity [32]. Results from testing a membrane of 2-(N,N-dimethyl)aminoethyl 
methacrylate (DAMA) on a microporous polyethylene support showed high CO2/N2 
selectivities (130) and high CO2 permeance when the membrane was swollen with 
water. It was suggested that the dry membrane was a FSC membrane, and weak acid-
base interactions between CO2 and amine groups secured the facilitated transport of 
CO2. The wet membrane, on the other hand, contained tri-substituted amine, DAMA, 
that could not form carbamate since there was no hydrogen atom to be displaced by 
CO2. It was assumed that water-swollen membrane transported CO2 in the form of 
HCO3

- (see Figure 2.11) as would be the case for a supported liquid membrane. The 
water-containing membrane is not a FSC membrane in the strict sense, but should be 
called a fixed-reaction-site membrane, or catalyst membrane [33]. It was stated as 
possible that fixed-reaction-site membranes could achieve selectivities and CO2 fluxes 
close to those of mobile carrier membranes.  Matsuyama et al. discovered that CO2 
permeance of a membrane in wet state is at least one order of magnitude larger than 

! CAC,0 CAC,!

CAC,0 CA,0
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that of the membrane in dry state, and CO2/N2 selectivity of the wet membrane is 
about twice of the dry membrane [33]. 

 

Figure 2.11 Facilitated transport mechanism proposed by Matsuyama et al. [33] 

Yoshikawa et al. [35] investigated facilitated transport of CO2 through a poly(4-
vinylpyridine-co-acrylonitrile) membrane, with pyridine acting as a fixed carrier. 
Acid-base interaction between CO2 and the fixed carrier was confirmed and they also 
assumed that the carrier acted as a week base catalyst for the CO2 hydration reaction 
and that CO2 is transported as HCO3

-. Cussler et al. [29]  developed a model to 
describe transport across FSC membranes. It was assumed that the reacting permeate 
can only be transported by the complexing agent if two complexing agents are close 
enough to exchange the reacting permeate between the two. The mechanism is 
described like a solute Tarzan, illustrated in Figure 2.12, swinging from one carrier 
vine to the next. The mechanism is also called the “hopping” mechanism. Noble et al. 
derived a generalized microscopic mechanism for the facilitated transport of a neutral 
solute through a FSC membrane. The model suggested that facilitated transport was 
possible even when the fixed sites are too far apart for direct hopping. Mass transfer 
between sites was thought to occur by simple solute diffusion [28, 36].  
 

 

Figure 2.12 Facilitated transport mechanism in a fixed-site-carrier membrane [29] 

Cai et al. [37] reported a polyallylamine/polyvinylalcohol blend membrane on a 
polysulfone support where CH4 transport behaviour was consistently with solution-
diffusion mechanism, while CO2 was believed to be transported by the facilitated 
transport mechanism for primary amine group containing compounds, as shown in 
equation 2.26 and 2.27, as previous researchers have proved [38]. 
 

RNH! + CO! ⇌ RNHCOO! + H!      (2.26) 
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RNH! + H! ⇌ RNH!!        (2.27) 

CO2 permeance was reported as remarkably high at low pressure, since CO2 
permeance due to solution-diffusion mechanism is very low, so a majority of the 
transport is contributed by CO2-carrier-complex permeation. CO2 permeance dropped 
rapidly with increased pressure due to less contribution from CO2-carrier-complex 
permeation and more contribution from solution-diffusion mechanism. The facilitated 
transport mechanism of CO2 was also investigated by Kim et al. [11]. The theory of 
CO2 not directly interacts with the fixed amine groups, but carrier-transported in the 
form of HCO3

- was adapted. It was assumed that CO2 is selectively transported as a 
bicarbonate anion through the water-swollen FSC membrane. It was proposed that 
permeation by this mechanism could achieve high selectivity and permeance of CO2 
[11]. A schematic diagram of the proposed mechanism is given in Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13 A proposed mechanism of facilitated transport in a fixed-site–carrier membrane 
[11] 

CO2 transport through PVAm/PVA blend membrane follow three steps: 1) dissolution 
and reaction of CO2 with water and amino groups to form HCO3

- at the feed side, 2) 
diffusion of HCO3

- through the membrane, 3) decomposition of HCO3
-, and 

desorption of CO2 on the permeate side of the membrane [39]. The week basic amino 
group will initiate the reaction, but will not be consumed during the reversible 
reaction. The final reaction with amino groups taking the role as a catalyst, can be 
described as in equation 2.28 [10]. 

H!O+ CO! ⇌ H! + HCO!!           (2.28) 

CO2 does not interact directly with the amino “carriers”, but diffuses through the 
membrane as HCO3

- in a water-swollen membrane. The mobility in the PVAm/PVA 
blend membrane is comparable to that of mobile carrier membranes, and a high CO2 
permeance is expected. By simultaneously achieving high CO2/CH4 selectivity, the 
PVAm/PVA FSC membrane is expected to be a well-suited membrane for biogas 
upgrading. 
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2.5.3 Gas transport through composite membranes 

Composite membranes for gas separation are often asymmetric membranes with a 
dense top layer. Different transport mechanism can be distinguished depending on the 
membrane structure. Solution-diffusion mechanism and possibly facilitated transport 
mechanism occurs in the dense top layer, which is usually the rate-determining step. 
Knudsen flow and viscous flow occurs in the narrow and wide pores of the support, 
respectively. Viscous flow occurs when the pore sizes are larger than 10 µm. The gas 
molecules collide more often with each other than with the pore wall, and no 
separation is obtained between the gas components. Knudsen flow occurs when the 
pore sizes are smaller than 10 µm. The mean free paths of the diffusing molecules are 
in the same range as the pore size, and collisions between gas molecules becomes less 
frequent than collisions with the pore wall. Knudsen diffusion can have a significant 
effect in composite membranes where the support layer have pores in the range of 20 
nm to 0.2 µm. The gas flux is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
molecular weight, i.e. the molecules are separated based on differences in molecular 
weight, ! A/B = mB /mA  [12]. Surface diffusion is possible at along the pore wall of 
the support layer. If the gas molecules are condensable, the pores can be filled with 
these molecules. Extremely high selectivities can be obtained if the more condensable 
component fills the pores by capillary condensation and blocking the permeation of 
the non-condensable gases [22]. 

2.6 Preparation of polymer membranes 

There are several techniques for membrane preparation. The chosen preparation 
technique depends on the desired membrane structure for a specific separation 
problem. The most important techniques are sintering, stretching, track-etching, phase 
inversion, sol-gel process, vapour deposition and solution coating [12]. According to 
equation 2.16 dense polymer membranes will show increased flux by reducing the 
effective thickness of the membrane. This can be achieved by making a composite 
membrane where the top layer is a thin selective layer and the sub layer is a porous 
support. 

Flat membranes can be prepared by dissolving a polymer and casting the solution on a 
support. The casting thickness is controlled by a knife to be between 50 µm and 500 
µm. The polymer solution on a support is then put in a bath with non-solvent. The 
polymer is precipitated according to the exchange of solvent and non-solvent. 
Important parameters are polymer concentration, evaporation time, humidity, 
temperature and possible additives to make the desired membrane [12]. 

Dense membranes of composite polymers are often used for gas separation. To lower 
the resistance in the selective layer and gain a high mechanical strength, a thin 
selective layer supported by an asymmetric membrane has been a breakthrough in 
membrane technology. The asymmetric membrane, e.g. polysulfone, is made by 
phase inversion. There are several techniques to cast a selective top layer on a support. 
Some involves solution casting, e.g. dip coating, while others involve polymerization 
reactions, e.g. interfacial polymerization. Dip coating is a simple and common way to 
prepare dense membranes with selective top layer for gas separation. Hollow fiber or 
flat sheet asymmetric membranes with pore sizes in the range of ultrafiltration are 
immersed in a dilute polymer solution. The polymer then sticks to the top of the 
support. When removing the membrane from the polymer solution, it is put in an oven 
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to evaporate the solvent and physically crosslink the polymer. The polymer then 
becomes fixed to the support and the membrane is more resistant to degradation. A 
selective layer of 1 µm is achievable [12]. 

2.7 Membrane separation principles 

A membrane module separates a feed stream into a retentate stream and a permeate 
steam by a selective membrane. For gas separation, the driving force for trans 
membrane transport is a concentration gradient from the feed to the permeate stream. 
A compressor is often installed on the feed side and vacuum or sweep gas flow is 
often applied on the permeate side to increase the driving forces, and the pressure 
drop over a membrane is large. A schematic drawing of a membrane separation 
process is given in Figure 2.14. There are optimized system designs for different 
separation problems.  

 

Figure 2.14 Schematic drawing of a membrane separation process [12] 

2.7.1 Membrane modules 

There are several types of membrane modules. Flat sheet membrane modules have a 
small membrane area to volume ratio and high pressure drops, so they are manly used 
in experiments to measure permeability and selectivity of the membrane. Flat sheet 
membrane modules are easy to fabricate and use, and the membrane area is specified. 
Flat sheet membranes can be put on top of each other in layers, separated by spacers, 
in so-called plate-and-frame membrane modules [40]. A complete mixing model can 
be applied to flat sheet membrane modules when the permeate flow is small relative 
to the feed flow. 

Hollow-fiber membrane modules have the advantage of high surface to volume ratio 
that make the membrane modules suitable for industrial scale applications. These 
modules consist of long hollow fibers (3-5 m) with small diameter (inner diameter 
from 100-500 µm, and outside diameter 200-1000 µm). The hollow fibers are 
assembled in a shell-and-tube configuration. The feed can enter either from the shell 
side (outside-in) or from inside the fibers (inside-out). The outside-in configuration 
will cause less pressure drop. The hollow fibers are closed in one end so that the 
permeate gas flows countercurrent to the feed and exits the module with permeate 
from the other hollow fibers [40]. A mathematical model for gas separation by 
countercurrent and cocurrent hollow fiber membrane modules can by found in [41]. 
The model applies to binary systems, e.g. separating CO2 from CH4.  
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2.7.2 Complete mixing model 

Simple equations can be used to calculate the membrane area needed for a given gas 
separation problem. Constant permeability coefficients and temperature are frequent 
assumptions. The simplest equations are derived by assuming complete mixing in the 
feed and permeate. Other models are based on cross-flow conditions (plug flow at the 
feed side and complete mixing at the permeate side). In the complete mixing model it 
is assumed that the concentrations at the feed side are constant at each point in the 
membrane module, and equal to the retentate concentrations. This gives that the mole 
fraction of component A at the feed side (xf,A) is equal to the mole fraction of 
component A at the retentate side (xr,A), equal to the mole fraction of component A at 
any point on the high pressure side of the membrane (xA). The concentration in the 
permeate stream are also assumed to be constant at any point [12] (see Figure 2.15). 

 

Figure 2.15 Membrane gas separation with perfect mixing at feed and permeate side 

The permeate flux can be calculated from equation 2.29 [12]: 

           (2.29) 

Where; JA is the flux of component A (m3(STP)/(m2.h)) through the membrane, qp,A is 
the permeate flow rate of component A (m3(STP)/h) and A is the membrane area (m2). 
By combining equation 2.16 and 2.29 we get an equation describing the flux of gas 
component A through a membrane assuming perfect mixing. 

 

    (2.30) 

where PA is the permeability coefficient of component A (m3(STP).m/(m2.h.bar)), is 
the membrane thickness (m), p0 is the pressure (bar) on the feed side (high-pressure 
side), is the pressure on the permeate side (low-pressure side), and xA and yA is are 
the constant mole fractions (mol/mol) of component A in the feed and permeate side, 
respectively. The permeate flow is given by equation 2.31. 

         (2.31) 

The permeance, QA (m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar)), is defined as the permeability divided by 
the membrane thickness, as given by equation 2.32. 

JA =
qp,A
A

JA =
PA
!
!pA =

PA
!
(p0xA " p!yA )

!

p!

qp,A = qpyA = JA !A = A !PA
!
(p0xA " p!yA )
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           (2.32) 

Gas permeability of a membrane is highly dependent on the membrane thickness, and 
it is therefor difficult to compare membranes with different thicknesses. By using 
permeance to describe the gas flux it is possible to compare membranes of various 
thicknesses. Permeance can be calculated from equation 2.33 when the flux, pressure, 
gas composition and membrane area are known. 

           (2.33) 

Permselectivity can be defined as the ratio of permeance between to components, A 
and B, as given in equation 2.34. 

             (2.34) 

2.8 Important applications for gas separation membranes 

Membranes are a relative new separation technology, and its importance for the 
industry is increasing. Membranes are used for a wide variety of applications e.g. 
food and beverage processing, for medical purposes, desalination of seawater and gas 
separation. Lately there has been an increased focus on inorganic membranes for fuel 
cells, membrane reactors and other high-temperature separations [9]. The sale of 
membrane modules for gas separation is growing rapidly [2], and material selection, 
membrane formation together with effective modules and system configuration are 
critical issues to overcome to secure a successful membrane for gas separation [1]. 
The most important applications of gas separation by membranes are [1, 2]:  

• Nitrogen enriched air. Membranes are preferred over cryogenic systems and 
pressure swing absorption (PSA) if the N2 purity is less than 99.95 % and 
production volume is low.  

• Natural gas sweetening. Membranes are preferred over amine absorption if the 
feed gas flow rate is low and contains a high CO2 concentration. 

• Hydrogen separation. Membranes have an economic advantage if the feed gas 
is delivered at high pressure, and low pressure could be tolerated for the 
permeate gas. 

• Oxygen enrichment. Facilitated transport membranes are thought to be the 
only technology that can achieve high purity oxygen, but the technology has 
not been proven viable. PSA is the most preferable option.  

• VOC recovery. The technology of volatile organic compounds separation in 
air pollution control applications is in development. 

• Biogas upgrading [43], CO2 capture from flue gases [44], SO2 removal from 
smelter gas streams, H2S and water removal from natural gas, NH3 removal 
from recycle streams in ammonia synthesis, and olefin/paraffin separation are 
noted as potential applications for membrane gas separation.  

 

  

QA =
PA
!

QA =
qpyA
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3 Facilitated transport membranes  
This chapter describes preparation, characterization and potential applications for 
facilitated transport membranes. It has been pointed out that further work is needed to 
produce membranes that are stable at harsh conditions and has a long lifetime. 
Inexpensive fabrication techniques to make defect free membranes should be 
available. To make membranes with very thin selective layers will be even more 
important in the future to secure high fluxes and low cost [9].  

Lloyd M. Robeson published an empirical upper bound relationship for gas separation 
in 1991. There is a trade off between permeability and selectivity of a membrane, and 
for almost all cases the selectivity decreases when the permeability of the high 
permeable component increases. The log-log-diagram represents an upper bound of 
achievement valid for multiple gas pairs e.g. CO2/CH4. The Robeson’s upper bound 
(1991) and the revisited Robeson’s upper bound (2008) is shown in Figure 3.1 [42]. 
MMMs and PIMs have been reported with CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeability 
in between the 1991 and the 2008 Robeson’s upper bond, while FSC membranes and 
TR polymers have been reported above the 2008 Robeson’s upper bond [10, 15]. 

 

Figure 3.1 The Robeson’s upper bound for CO2/CH4 separation [42] 

3.1  Preparation of FSC membranes 

3.1.1 Material selection 

Kim et al. [11] prepared a composite PVAm membrane on a polysulfone (PSf) 
support for CO2 capture. Crosslinking with NH4F secured a dense coating layer and 
kept the amino groups active for CO2 facilitated transport, resulting in very high 
CO2/CH4 selectivity. Higher molecular weight of PVAm resulted in a remarkable 
increase in selectivity. Deng et al. [43] prepared a PVAm/PVA blend membrane on a 
PSf support in 2009. PVA offered a robust mechanical entanglement with PVAm. 
The selectivity was reported at 45 with a CO2 permeance of 0.30 m3 (STP)/(m2.bar.h) 
at 2 bar. PVAm with a molecular weight of 25,000 g/mol was used in the experiments. 
The facilitated transport of CO2 by PVAm was reported as the assumed transport 
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mechanism, since selectivity and permeance was remarkably higher for a 
“PVAm/PVA on PSf” compared to a “PVA on PSf” membrane.  

A porous support is used to add mechanical strength to a thin selective layer, and 
obtain a high gas permeance. Pore size and pore size distribution are important factors 
in selecting a suitable support. Very few studies are available in the literature that 
deals with the effects of the support membrane on the performance of a composite 
membrane [10, 27]. Polysulfone is often chosen as support, because the structure of 
CO2 is similar to that of sulfone groups, and the sulfone groups apparently favour the 
solubility of CO2 [44]. The choice of support was proved to be very important, and 
polysulfone have been reported with satisfying CO2/CH4-selectivity [11]. 

3.1.2 Material functionalization 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been added to PVAm/PVA blend membranes to 
increase swelling capacity and mechanical strength and reduce the compaction at 
elevated pressure.  Chen et al. [45] added CNTs to a PVA membrane and reported 
increased Young’s modulus, tensile strength and toughness. By dissolving raw CNTs 
in acid before mixing with a PVA solution by ultrasound, CNTs were well dispersed 
in the polymer matrix. Aggregates of CNTs and poor bonding with the polymer 
matrix was also observed, because CNTs tend to self-associate in micro-scale 
aggregates. Disaggregation and uniform dispersion of CNTs are critical issues that 
must be solved to produce high property materials, but it is challenging, because the 
high surface area of the CNTs increases the attractive forces between the aggregates. 
Mechanical dispersion of CNTs with ultrasound is a common way of separating 
CNTs from each other, but ultrasound treatment can also fragment the CNTs, 
decreasing their aspect ratio [46]. Surfactants can also be used to secure a stable 
colloidal dispersion [47]. Experiments have shown that adding small amounts of 
CNTs (1 wt%) in a PVAm/PVA FSC blend membrane can result in increased 
swelling capacity and significantly increased CO2 permeance above 10 bar. CO2/CH4 
selectivity can remain similar to PVAm/PVA membrane without CNTs. The 
mechanical reinforcement was believed to be the reason for increased membrane 
separation performance. Higher mechanical strength can reduce compaction at high 
pressure, and the nano spacer function could benefit the swelling process [10]. 

3.1.3 Casting 

Polymer membranes can be prepared by dissolving polymers by ultrasound [48], and 
casting the solution on a glass plate [49-51]. Deng et al. [10] developed a casting 
technique to mimic the dip coating procedure for flat sheet membranes. An aqueous 
solution of dissolved polymer by ultrasound was filtered and casted on a PSf 
ultrafiltration support membrane mounted on a glass plate. A calculated amount of 
solution was poured on the support and a glass stick scraper was used to form an even 
distribution, a procedure approved effective by [27]. The thickness of the selective 
layer was determined by the concentration of polymer in the casting solution and the 
amount of casting solution. The glass plate was fixed in an upright position to reduce 
thickness variations and secure a defect free coating. More advanced techniques have 
been developed to obtain more accurate selective layer thickness. A defect free top 
layer can be secured by moving a trolley with the membrane fixed to it under blades 
with a clearance to the trolley adjusted to meet a desired membrane thickness [48]. An 
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adjustable micrometer film applicator can also be used to control coating layer 
thickness [20]. 

3.1.4 Post treatment 

Crosslinking is a common post treatment procedure of membrane preparation. The 
term “crosslinking” is usually referring to covalent bonding between groups in a 
polymer segment. Heat treatment is also referred to as “crosslinking”, “thermal 
crosslinking”, “thermal treatment”, “physical crosslinking” or “heat crosslinking”. 
The exact mechanism is not known and all terms are used to describe the effects of 
heat treatment on separation performance. Often, the aim of crosslinking is to enhance 
selectivity and prevent swelling and plasticization by connecting polymer chains in a 
network. Koros et al. [49] reported that CO2/CH4 separation performance of 
polyimide membranes could be improved by crosslinking treatment. Stabilized 
polymer structure reduced unwanted effects of CO2 induced swelling and 
plasticization. With increased degree of chemical crosslinking, enhanced CO2/CH4 
selectivity was found due to reduced swelling and chain mobility. CO2 permeance 
was not significantly reduced because lower chain mobility was compensated by 
increased free volume based on crosslinking. Crosslinking can be done by numerous 
techniques. Zou et al. reported that formaldehyde can be effectively used for 
crosslinking of polyallylamine and polyvinylalcohol [26], and glutaraldehyde and 
NH4F have been reported as a good crosslinking agent for PVAm/PSf membranes [11, 
52].  

Heat treatment has been reported to improve separation performance of polymer 
membranes. Matsuyama et al. [53] found that CO2/N2 selectivity of a 
polyethylenimine (PEI)/PVA blend membrane increased remarkably with increased 
heat treatment temperature. It was expected that the entanglement of the polymeric 
carrier with PVA chains and the small pore size of PVA lead to the retainment of 
carrier in the membrane. Others have also effectively carried out thermal treatment [3, 
9, 27, 54]. In 1993, Bos et al. [54] managed to suppress the increase in CH4 
permeance in a polyimide membrane by heat treatment. An increased glass transition 
temperature was observed, and explained by less flexible polymer chains in the 
crosslinked polymer. A crosslinked polymer did not dissolve in water, but the 
crosslinking mechanism was not reported. Deng et al. [10] heat-treated PVAm/PVA 
blend membranes on PSf support at 90-120 °C, 1-4 h in a convective oven. It was 
believed that PVA chain bridging prevented PVAm from leaking into the pores of the 
support. The result was less CO2 permeance loss at elevated pressure. Heat treatment 
gave higher swelling-degree and prevented an over-swollen membrane at high 
relative humidity of the feed gas. It was reported that a stronger polymer network 
could retain water. The relative crystallinity in the blend membrane decreased 
because of rearrangement of the crystal regions by heat-treatment [39]. 

3.2 Characterization of FSC membranes 

3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to characterize the structure and 
morphology of membranes. Both membrane surface and cross-section can be 
investigated and the thickness of the selective layer can be evaluated using SEM. 
Clear pictures can be obtained by coating the poor conductive polymer sample with 
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gold [10]. Figure 3.2 shows a SEM image of the cross-section of a PVAm/PVA blend 
membrane with indication of the selective layer. 

 

Figure 3.2 SEM image of PVAm/PVA blend membrane cross-section [39] 

3.2.2 Gas permeation tests 

Gas permeation tests are important techniques to evaluate the separation performance 
of a membrane. In a gas permeation rig, the influence of many operating conditions 
such as pressure, relative humidity of gases, temperature, gas flow rates and gas 
composition can be investigated [55]. Often, a gas mixture is fed to a membrane cell 
in a permeation setup and the permeate stream is analysed with a gas chromatograph. 
Gas transport rate and selectivity is calculated based on the gas composition in the 
permeate stream. It is difficult to measure the membrane thickness if the membrane is 
water-swollen to various degrees, and permeance is often used in these cases. 
Permeance of gas component A (QA, m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar)) is defined as pressure-
normalized flux (JA, m3(STP)/(m2.h)) of gas component A through a membrane 
divided by the partial pressure differences of component A (ΔpA, bar) in the feed and 
permeate stream, calculated from equation 3.1 [12]: 

QA =
JA
!pA

=
qp,A

A " !pA           (3.1) 

where qp,A is the permeation flow rate (m3(STP)/h) and A is the effective membrane 
area (m2). The CO2/CH4 selectivity is calculated as the ratio of CO2 permeance over 
CH4 permeance as indicated in equation 2.33. Other characterization techniques 
include differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to study phase transitions, thermal 
gravimetric analysis (TGA) to study thermal decomposition, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) to investigate surface composition, etc. [12].   

The competing effect, CO2 permeance with mixed gas is much lower than results 
obtained by pure gas [27]. The effect has been explained by the competition between 
CH4 and CO2 for sorption sites and diffusion pathways in the polymer [56]. CO2 
dissolved in the polymer matrix can on the other hand loose up the rigid polymer 
structure and increase the free volume. This can increase the diffusivity of CH4 and 
decrease the effect of lower solubility caused by competition with CO2. Lower CO2 
permeance, and higher CH4 permeance leads to an overall lower CO2/CH4 
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permselectivity of mixed gases compared to pure gases. Deng et al. [57] investigated 
the separation of CO2 from gas mixtures of both CH4 and N2. CO2 permeance of up to 
0.83 m3 (STP)/(m2.bar.h) was reported for the CO2/N2 gas mixture, while only 0.55 
m3 (STP)/(m2.bar.h) was reached for the CO2/CH4 gas mixture. The results suggested 
that the influence from CH4 seems stronger than that from N2. It was explained by 
CH4 being more soluble in the water-swollen PVAm/PVA membrane than N2, and 
that the larger size of CH4 may hinder the diffusion of CO2 and the facilitated 
transport of HCO3

- more than N2 does. 

Swelling and plasticization, Swelling of a polymer membrane for gas separation is 
usually involved with increased permeance and decreased selectivity. In CO2/CH4 
membrane separation it is known that CO2 acts as a plasticizer. The plasticization 
phenomena is not one specific physical effect, but the changes of physical properties 
of polymers that leads to lower separation performance is usually referred to as the 
plasticization phenomena. 

Hydrophilic polymers can be hydrated with water to form water-swollen hydrogel 
membranes. Recently, the use of hydrogel membranes for gas separation has been 
investigated [3]. Dry hydrophilic polymer membranes normally have a very low 
permeance, but the permeance can be increased substantially when the membranes are 
water-swollen. This is especially the case for acid gases, like CO2, because of the high 
solubility in water. The facilitated transport of CO2 as HCO3

- through a PVAm/PVA 
FSC membrane is dependent on water to occur. The swelling behaviour shows crucial 
influence on the separation performance of the membrane. Little information is 
available about the effect of relative humidity on swelling behaviour or gas 
permeation properties, but it has been reported that relative humidity have a large 
influence on the CO2/CH4 separation performance of a PVAm/PVA membrane, and 
that CO2 permeance increases exponentially with increased relative humidity [57].  

3.3 Potential applications of FSC membranes 

3.3.1 Biogas upgrading 

Methane produced by anaerobic decomposition of organic matter is a valuable energy 
carrier. By upgrading biogas to the quality of natural gas or vehicle fuel it may be 
injected into an existing natural gas grid or used as fuel in cars, buses and trucks. An 
overview of the biogas production and upgrading is given in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Process overview of a biogas production and upgrading system providing gas to a 
natural gas network. 1: Bioreactor; 2: thickener; 3: filter; 4: 1st stage membrane module; 5: 2nd 
stage membrane module [58] 

A considerable number of biogas plants around the world have shown that biogas 
production can result in additional available energy with reduced emissions of carbon 
dioxide and the production of valuable fertilizer. The most common biogas utilization 
method is Combined Heat and Power (CHP), but it’s only a preferred choice if 
consumers near the plant can use the produced heat. If this is not the case, upgrading 
biogas to natural gas quality gives better energy utilization. The upgraded biogas can 
be injected into an already existing natural gas network, or it can be used as vehicle 
fuel in the form of compressed natural gas (CNG) [7]. The allowable CO2 
concentration in natural gas in US pipelines is 2 vol% or less [13]. Concentration of 
CO2 in fuel grade CNG must be less than 0.7 vol% CO2 [7]. Figure 3.4 show the 
interior of a membrane upgrading plant. 

 

Figure 3.4 Interior of a membrane upgrading plant [7] 

Total membrane area, energy consumption and methane loss are the most crucial 
factors to be minimized in optimization of a membrane process [7, 58, 59]. Modelling 
results have shown that it is possible to upgrade biogas to 98 vol% CH4 with a two-
stage cascade with recycle at an energy consumption of 0.3 kWh/m3. The result was 
based on a 1000 m3 (STP)/h biogas upgrading plant with a state-of-the-art membrane. 
Some methane loss is expected from a membrane biogas upgrading plant. The 
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methane can be used for heating purposes in the anaerobic digester of the plant to 
secure high energy efficiency [7]. A number of different process designs exist, and a 
standard two-stage design with recycle, as shown in Figure 3.5, is often used. Here, 
the biogas is upgraded in two steps. Methane that permeates through membrane 
module A is lost, but the methane in the permeate stream of membrane module B is 
recycled.  

 

Figure 3.5 Two-stage low-pressure feed cascade with recycle [7] 

A single-stage membrane separation system has the advantage of low capital 
investment, possibly no power required, and a low membrane area. The methane loss 
is expected to be high. With a two-stage cascade confirmation the investment cost can 
be increased by a factor of 5 compared to a single separation stage due to higher 
energy costs and increased membrane area. Methane loss can be significantly reduced 
by a two-stage cascade confirmation, and will be the chosen process design if 
methane in the permeate stream is considered as valuable. A three-stage configuration 
is a combination of the two previous process designs. The retentate stream of the first 
membrane stage is used as feed gas to the first stage of the cascade. At optimized 
process conditions, a three-stage configuration will give low separation cost, but it is 
related to high investment cost and a more complex process [59]. 

Deng et al. [58] completed a techno-economic evaluation of biogas upgrading process 
using a PVAm/PVA FSC membrane in 2010. High feed gas pressure resulted in high 
CH4 recovery with a single stage design and lowered the membrane area considerably, 
even though the CO2 permeance decreased at high pressure. A 2-stage symmetric 
cascade with recycle, equal to Figure 3.6, was found to be the optimal process design 
with a feed gas pressure of 20 and 10 bar in the 1st and 2nd membrane module, 
respectively. Traces of other species as TOC and ammonia must be given 
considerable attention as they might reduce the membranes separation performance 
significantly. Either the membrane must be resistant enough to withstand the presence 
of these gases, or pre-treatment of the biogas is necessary [7].  

3.3.2 CO2 removal from natural gas 

CO2 can cause corrosion in pipelines, and the removal of CO2 will decrease the 
transported gas volume and increases the calorific value of natural gas. Amine 
absorption is considered a state of the art technology for natural gas sweetening, but 
membranes have also shown a great potential in this area. A technical and economical 
analysis for CO2 removal from natural gas using amine absorption and a PVAm/PVA 
FSC membrane have shown that higher CH4 purity was obtained with amine 
absorption compared to a membrane process, but amine absorption requires higher 
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capital costs and running costs, and is potentially harmful to the environment [60]. 
Figure 3.6 shows the chosen process configuration in a review of polymer membranes 
in CO2 removal from natural gas [61]. The first membrane module delivers gas at 
pipeline specifications in the retentate, while the permeate is recompressed and enters 
the second membrane module. Permeate from the second stage is vented to air, and 
the retentate is returned to the primary stage. Methane loss of 1.5 % and compression 
duty of 0.04 kWh/m3(STP) has been achieved with this process design at a feed gas 
flow rate at approximately 12,000 m3(STP)/h.  

 

Figure 3.6 Process configuration for CO2 removal from natural gas [61] 

3.3.3 Pre-combustion H2/CO2 separation 

The advantage of separating CO2 from a gas stream before combustion is higher CO2 
partial pressure, and therefore, higher driving forces compared to post-combustion. 
Grainger et al. [62] evaluated the possibility of removing CO2 from a CO-shifted 
syngas stream in an integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) power plant using 
a PVAm FSC membrane. After the CO-shift reaction, the FSC membrane separated 
the feed stream into a H2-rich stream and a CO2-rich stream. CO2 was compressed and 
stored, while H2 entered a gas turbine combustion chamber. It was concluded that 
FSC membranes could be used for H2/CO2 separation in IGCC power plants, but 
improvement of CO2 permeance at high pressure was noted as important to reduce 
membrane area and loss of H2. 

3.3.4 CO2 capture from flue gas 

In a fossil fuel power plant, coal, fuel oil or natural gas is combusted to produce 
thermal and electrical energy. Combustion of hydrocarbons produces CO2 that can be 
removed and stored. Hussain et al. [63] investigated the possibility of using a PVAm 
FSC membrane to separate and capture CO2 from flue gas mixtures. The results 
showed that a FSC membrane process was more energy efficient than amine 
absorption, even for low CO2 concentrations. It was possible to achieve more than 
90 % CO2 recovery, with CO2 purity above 90 %. Sandru et al. [55] developed 
composite hollow fiber membranes for CO2 capture by coating polyphenylene oxide 
(PPO) and PSf with PVAm. It was found that vacuum operating mode was preferred 
over sweep gas mode, because sweep gas permeated into the feed gas and gave 
additional resistance to CO2 permeance.   
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4 Experimental 
A good membrane for CO2 separation shows a high CO2 permeance and selectivity 
and high mechanical strength at a low cost. All experiments executed in this work 
contained PVAm/PVA polymer blends with CNTs, casted on a PSf microporous 
support.   

4.1 Materials 

4.1.1 Polyvinylalcohol 

Polyvinylalcohol (PVA) is an atactic polymer, but because hydrogen bonds gives 
intermolecular interactions it shows semi-crystalline character [12]. The glass 
transition temperature (Tg) is 85 °C and PVA shows low permeability when it is dry. 
The molecular weight of the repeating unit is 44.00 g/mol. PVA is hydrophilic [13]. 
In these experiments 90+% hydrolysed PVA powder with a molecular weight of 
72,000 g/mol provided by Sigma Aldrich was used. A schematic structure of PVA is 
shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic structure of the repeating unit in polyvinylalcohol (PVA) [10] 

PVA is completely soluble in water, and is often used as thickener for suspensions 
and emulsions and in textile and papermaking. PVA can be produced by 
polymerization and alcoholysis of vinyl acetate [64, 65]. 

4.1.2 Polyvinylamine 

Polyvinylamine (PVAm) has a carbon main chain with amine groups (-NH2) directly 
connected to the carbon atoms in the main chain. PVAm is a linear polymer with a 
repeating unit molecular weight of 43 g/mol, and is a polymeric analogue of primary 
amine. A schematic structure of PVAm is shown Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic structure of the repeating unit of polyvinylamine (PVAm) [66] 

PVAm free base has a Tg (dry) of 45 °C and is amorphous. It is not stable in air 
because it reacts with CO2. In these experiments a commercially available 
polyvinylamine hydrochloride (PVAm⋅HCl) with a molecular weight of 340,000 from 
BASF was used. PVAm⋅HCl is soluble in water, formamide, ethylene glycol and 
some alcohol/water mixtures. It is not soluble in regular solvents like acetone and 
alcohols. PVAm⋅HCl is stable in high salt environments, in strongly acidic 
environments and at high temperatures. PVAm⋅HCl is highly crystalline and has a 
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decomposition temperature in the range of 220-250 °C, and a Tg has not been found 
below this temperature [66]. PVAm can be prepared by converting polyacrylamide by 
the Hoffmann reaction, or as seen recently produced in industrial scales by radical 
polymerization of N-vinylformamid (NVF) and N-vinyl-acetamide (NVA) followed 
by hydrolysis to produce PVAm⋅HCl. PVAm is expected to be used in industrial 
applications like pigment retention aids in fine paper, filtration aids, sludge 
dewatering agents and emulsion breakers [67]. 

4.1.3 Carbon nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were used to enhance the mechanical properties of the FSC 
membranes, and give a nano spacer effect that might improve the swelling capacity 
and then also the CO2 separation efficiency at high pressures. The high mechanical 
properties (high tensile strength and elastic modulus) of CNTs make them well suited 
for reinforcing polymer membranes. Multiwall carbon nanotubes (VGCF-XTM) were 
supplied by SHOWA DENKO K. K. The average length of the CNTs was 3 µm, and 
the average diameter was 10-15 nm. The aspect ratio is then 200-300. The CNTs had 
a bulk density of 0.08 g/cm3 and a surface area of 270 m2/g, and were synthesized by 
chemical vapour deposition [68].  

4.1.4 Polysulfone 

Polysulfone (PSf) is a rigid, tough and stable thermoplastic polymer with a Tg of 185 
ºC. PSf can sustain high pressure and elevated temperature. It is resistant to mineral 
acids, alkali, electrolytes and oxidizing agents, but not to low polar organic solvents 
and aromatic hydrocarbons. In these experiments, a PSf ultrafiltration flat sheet 
membrane with a molecular weight cut off value (MWCO) of 50,000, bought from 
Alfa Laval, was used as support for preparation of FSC membranes. A schematic 
structure of PSf is given in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3 Chemical structure of Polysulfone [50] 

4.1.5 Gases 

Mixed gas containing 35 % CO2, the rest being CH4 and N2 5.0 (>99.999 %) was 
provided by Yara Praxair in 50 L flasks at 100 bar. 

4.2 Membrane preparation 

Different casting solutions were prepared in these experiments. All casting solutions 
were aqueous solutions containing PVAm, PVA and CNTs.  

4.2.1 Preparation of aqueous solutions of PVAm, PVA and CNTs 

PVAm aqueous solutions were prepared by mixing a calculated amount of purified 
PVAm with distilled water.  The PVAm aqueous solutions were placed on a rotating 
machine overnight to dissolve the polymer completely. Calculated amounts of solutes 
and solvents were obtained by weight measurements.  
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PVA aqueous solutions were prepared by dispersing a calculated amount of PVA in 
distilled water. To dissolve PVA in water the solutions were heated to 90 °C for 1 
hour and then placed on a rotating machine overnight. 1, 3 and 5 wt% solutions of 
PVAm and PVA were prepared. 

Solutions of CNTs were prepared by dispersing a calculated amount of CNTs in 
distilled water to make a 0.1 wt% solution. The CNTs were dissolved in water by an 
ultrasonic mixer (Sonics® Vibra Cell™ Ultrasonic processor) for 2 minutes with 5 
seconds pulse and 60 % amplitude and thereafter for 20 minutes with 10 seconds 
pulse and 40 % amplitude. The CNT aqueous solutions were then placed on a rotating 
machine overnight. Casting solutions of 3 wt% and 5 wt% polymer were prepared by 
adding a calculated amount of pure, dry CNTs directly to the PVAm/PVA aqueous 
solutions. 

4.2.2 Mixing of the aqueous solutions to prepare casting solutions 

1. A calculated amount of CNT aqueous solution, or dry CNTs, and a calculated 
amount of PVAm aqueous solution were added to a glass bottle and mixed by 
an ultrasonic mixer for 2 minutes with 5 seconds pulse and 60 % amplitude. 
The solution was then sonicated in 30 minutes with 10 seconds pulse and 
20 % amplitude.  

2. A calculated amount of PVA aqueous solution was added to the CNTs/PVAm 
solution of the same concentration and sonicated in 2 minutes with 5 seconds 
pulse and 20 % amplitude. The weight ratio of PVAm/PVA was 80/20. 

3. The CNT/PVAm/PVA aqueous solution was filtered using a syringe with a 5 
µm filter (Acrodisc®) to remove contaminants, polymer particles and CNT 
aggregates that were not dissolved. 

4.2.3 Membrane casting and post-treatment 

The solutions were casted on PSf ultrafiltration support membranes. The procedure is 
developed to mimic dip coating and make a selective layer in the range of 0.2-1 µm. 

1. A 100 x 120 mm PSf membrane was taped to a 100 x 150 mm glass plate. 
2. The PSf support was washed with 50 °C tap water for 10 minutes to remove 

the hydrophilic protecting layer, and washed with distilled water afterwards. 
3. The solution was dripped on the PSf support using a pipette and scraped with 

a glass stick to make an even distribution. The membrane was placed in an 
upright position to make the extra solution flow off. The procedure was 
repeated with the membrane placed up side down to reduce thickness 
variations and secure a defect free selective layer. 

4. The membrane was dried by placing it in a convection oven at 45 °C overnight. 
5. Heat treatment was conducted by placing the membrane in a convection oven 

at 90-120 °C for 0.5-3 hours. 
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4.3 Membrane characterization 

4.3.1 Gas permeation test 

The membrane module used in the gas permeation tests consisted of a circular 
stainless steel cell consisting of a top half and bottom half. The two parts were 
demountable and connected with bolts and sealed with rubber O-rings. The top half 
and bottom half served as feed gas chamber and permeate chamber, respectively.  The 
feed gas and sweep gas inlets were designed to enhance gas mixing to reduce possible 
concentration polarisation on both feed and permeate side. The membrane was placed 
in-between the top half and bottom half of the steel cell. A porous metal disk was 
placed in the bottom half to support the membrane. The porous metal disk was placed 
upon a support ring that also functioned as a mix enhances. An illustration of the 
assembly of the cell is given in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4 Illustration of the assembly of the membrane cell 

Membrane selectivity and CO2 permeance were measured by gas permeation tests in a 
gas permeation rig at the Department of Chemical Engineering at NTNU. A 
schematic flow sheet of the permeation rig is shown in Figure 4.5. Feed gas and 
sweep gas was supplied from gas cylinders and the flow rate could be controlled by 
float type flow meters while feed pressure was controlled by pressure regulators 
connected to the gas cylinders. Relative humidity of the feed gas was controlled by 
adjusting the by-pass stream of the humidifiers, and was measured by online humidity 
analysers. Data from pressure transmitters and flow controllers were connected with 
Labview for online measurement and recording. Gas composition at the permeate side 
was analysed by a gas chromatograph (SRI 8610C). 
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Figure 4.5 Experimental set-up for gas permeation tests 

Permeance is calculated from equation 4.1 [12]: 

QCO2
=
PCO2
!

=
JCO2
!pCO2

=
qp,CO2

A " !pCO2
     (4.1) 

where QCO2 (m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar)) is the CO2 permeance, qp,CO2 (m3(STP)/h) is the 
permeation flow rate, ΔpCO2 (bar) is the partial pressure difference of CO2 in feed and 
permeate  and A (m2) is the membrane area (0.002 m2).  

Permselectivity is calculated as the ratio of CO2 permeance over CH4 permeance as 
indicated in equation 4.2: 

!CO2 /CH4
=
QCO2

QCH4

       (4.2) 

4.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) can form images of a sample by scanning the 
sample surface with a high-energy beam of electrons. The electrons interact with the 
atoms in the sample producing secondary and back-scattered electrons that are 
analysed by a sophisticated microprocessor that creates three-dimensional images. 
Non-conductive materials must be coated with a thin conductive material, e.g. gold, to 
prevent accumulation of electrostatic charge in the sample [69].  
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A Hitachi S-3400N SEM was used to analyse the morphology of the membrane cross-
section and surface, and to evaluate the selective layer thickness. The samples for 
cross section observation were prepared by fracture in liquid nitrogen to obtain a 
clean-cut cross section. The samples were coated with gold and mounted onto a metal 
sample holder using conductive carbon tape. 

To investigate the effect of dispersing CNTs by ultrasound two samples were 
prepared for SEM analysis. One sample contained CNTs that were not sonicated. 
CNTs were dissolved in water and PVA and placed on a rotating machine. In the 
other sample, CNTs were dispersed in a PVA aqueous solution by ultrasound, 
following the casting preparation procedure and sonicated for 2 minutes with 5 
seconds pulse and 60 % amplitude and thereafter for 30 minutes with 10 seconds 
pulse and 40 % amplitude. None of the solutions were filtered. The solutions were 
then cast on a support, mounted to a sample holder and coated with gold. 

4.4 Orthogonal experimental design and conjoint analysis 

Statistical experimental design methods are commonly used in the process industry. A 
full factorial design, including all possible combinations of the factors investigated, is 
often too large to be implemented. Orthogonal experimental design (OED) is a multi-
factor experimental design method that selects representative points from the full 
factorial experiment and can thus represent the overall situation. The advantages of 
OED are that the number of trails is relatively small, and that it is highly efficient. 
The full experiment can be evaluated through a fractional experiment, and many 
factors can be studied and optimized at the same time [70]. The variables that have 
been chosen for the experiment is commonly referred to as factors, and the designer 
must carefully decide the levels of the factors [69]. When the factors and levels are set, 
the orthogonal array can be generated by Statistical Product and Service Solutions 
(SPSS) software. SPSS was used in this experiment to employ the conjoint analysis to 
evaluate the experimental results. The importance score of each factor is given as 
utilities (part-worth). The range of utility values provides information about how 
important the factor is to the overall performance.  Simulations can be carried out 
based on the results from the conjoint analysis. It is then possible to predict which 
combination of factor levels that will give the highest performance without carrying 
out the actual experiment. 
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5 Results and discussion 

5.1 Optimization of membrane preparation conditions 

5.1.1 Orthogonal experimental design and results 

In order to optimize the membrane preparation conditions and reduce the number of 
experiments while keeping sufficient information, a statistical method with 
orthogonal experimental design (OED) was applied. The influence of preparation 
variables on the separation performance (selectivity and permeance) was studied. The 
membrane preparation conditions examined were: polymer concentration in the 
casting solution, CNT content in polymer, heat treatment temperature and heat 
treatment duration. Table 5.1 gives the OED’s factors and levels.   

Table 5.1 The factors and levels of the orthogonal experimental design for optimization of 
membrane preparation conditions 

Level Polymer 
concentration  
(wt%) 

CNT content in 
polymer  
(wt%) 

Heat treatment 
temperature  
(°C) 

Heat treatment 
duration 
(h) 

1 1 1 90 0.5 
2 3 2 105 1 
3 5 3 120 3 

 

The OED was generated by Statistical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS) and 
shown in Table 5.2 together with the membrane performance that was measured. A 
total of 13 membranes were prepared at different conditions, where no. 10 to 13 were 
used for model validation. No. 14 and 15 were simulation cases. 
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Table 5.2 Experimental design and permeation test results for optimization of membrane 
preparation conditions 

No. Polymer 
concentration  
 
(wt%) 

CNT content 
in polymer  
 
(wt%) 

Heat 
treatment 
temperature  
(°C) 

Heat 
treatment 
duration 
(h) 

Selectivity 
 
 
(-) 

CO2 
permeance  
(m3(STP)/ 
(m2.h.bar)) 

1 3 1 105 1 30 0.06 
2 5 1 120 3 19 0.02 
3 3 2 90 3 28 0.05 
4 1 1 90 0.5 20 0.12 
5 5 3 90 1 25 0.05 
6 1 2 120 1 20 0.08 
7 5 2 105 0.5 29 0.05 
8 3 3 120 0.5 30 0.05 
9 1 3 105 3 27 0.09 
10(a) 1 3 90 1 26 0.11 
11(a) 3 3 90 1 31 0.07 
12(a) 1 1 105 0.5 31 0.11 
13(a) 5 2 120 3 21 0.02 
14(b) 1 2 105 3 - - 
15(b) 5 3 120 0.5 - - 
a: Holdout, b: simulation 

5.1.2  Analysis of OED 

The operating conditions were equal for all the membranes tested. A mixed gas of 
35 % CO2, rest being CH4, with a feed gas flow rate at 5.3 ml/s and sweep gas (N2) 
flow rate at 0.09 ml/s. The feed gas pressure was 5 bar, and the temperature was 25 °C. 
Relative humidity was kept at 70 %. The normalized membrane performances for all 
membranes are given in Figure 5.1. Both selectivity and permeance were used to 
estimate membrane performance. 

 

Figure 5.1 Normalized mixed gas permeation test results for the OED experiments for 
optimization of membrane preparation conditions 
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Rough trends of how the preparation conditions affect the membrane separation 
performance can be seen in Figure 5.2. Level 1,2 and 3 refers to the levels given in 
Table 5.1. Based on the rough trends, polymer concentration and heat treatment 
duration was modelled as linear factors, while CNT content in polymer and heat 
treatment temperature were modelled as discrete factors. 

 
Level 

Figure 5.2 Effects of membrane preparation conditions, a) Polymer concentration b) CNT 
content in polymer c) Heat treatment temperature d) Heat treatment duration, on the 
membrane separation performance (averaged and normalized CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 
permeance) 

The membranes were then ranked from best to worst in 11 series taking different 
fractions of selectivity and permeance into account. The experimental results were 
then used to construct a model to rank the membranes from best to worst. The model 
relationship coefficient was estimated by Pearson’s R and Kendall’s tau values (0.935 
and 0.761, respectively), which indicates a good relationship between estimated 
preferences and experimental results. The Kendall’s tau value for the holdouts 
displays 1.000, which gives a perfect match between predicted and actual rankings for 
the holdouts. This was confirmed by a quick analysis of the preparation conditions 
and the experimental results. 

The importance of each membrane preparation parameter was given by the model as 
utilities (part-worth) for each factor level and then averaged into importance scores 
for each factor. Higher utility value indicates better performance. The results are 
given in Table 5.3 and the relative importance score can be sorted as follows: 

Polymer concentration > Heat treatment temperature > Heat treatment duration > 
CNT content in polymer 
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The results indicated that polymer concentration, and thereby membrane thickness, 
will greatly affect the membrane performance. All membranes with a very thin 
selective layer (low polymer concentration in coating solution) gave high CO2 
permeance due to less resistance in the membrane. Membranes with a thick selective 
layer (high polymer concentration in coating solution) gave the lowest CO2 
permeance, probably due to higher resistance in the membrane. The membranes with 
a selective layer thickness in-between the two extremes show medium CO2 
permeance values. 

Table 5.3 Utilities and averaged importance scores for different factors in optimization of 
membrane preparation conditions 

Factor Level Utility Average importance 
score (%) 

Polymer concentration (wt %) 1 -0.833 35.3 
3 -2.500 
5 -4.167 

CNT content in polymer (wt %) 1 0.152 15.0 
2 -0.606 
3 0.455 

Heat treatment temperature (°C) 90 -0.545 32.3 
105 1.727 
120 -1.182 

Heat treatment duration (h) 0.5 -0.320 17.4 
1 -0.641 
3 -1.922 

 

Membrane no. 12 show both high permeance and selectivity, which indicates that 
even though the selective layer is very thin, it is possible to obtain a high CO2/CH4 
separation performance if the other membrane preparation conditions are selected 
properly.  

The second most important factor is heat treatment temperature, and the utilities in 
Table 5.3 indicates that 105 °C is the optimal temperature. Membrane no. 12 and no. 
9 was heat treated at 105 °C and show both high CO2 permeance and permselectivity. 
Membranes that are heat treated at 120 °C show overall less CO2 permeance than 
membranes heat treated at lower temperature, as also reported by others [10]. The 
selectivity of these membranes also seems to decrease. The exception is membrane no. 
8, that holds a fairly high selectivity, but this might be explained by the short heat 
treatment duration. Membrane no. 2 and no. 13 were prepared with a thick selective 
layer and heat treated at high temperature over a long time. They show the lowest 
CO2/CH4 separation performance of all the membranes. 

Heat treatment duration is the third most important factor, and the utilities show that 
less heat treatment duration gives better experimental results. The amount of CNT 
dispersed in the polymer matrix is the least important parameter in optimization of 
membrane preparation conditions.  The amount of CNTs has little effect, and based 
on the utilities there is not a clear relationship between the amount of CNTs and the 
membrane performance. 
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Table 5.4 gives a simple comparison between a random membrane preparation 
condition and the optimal membrane preparation condition (1 wt% of polymer in 
casting solution, 3 wt% CNT in polymer, heat treated at 105 °C for 0.5 h).  

Table 5.4 An example of different membrane preparation conditions 

Case Polymer 
concentration  
 
(wt%) 

CNT content in 
polymer  
 
(wt%) 

Heat treatment 
temperature  
 
(°C) 

Heat 
treatment 
duration 
(h) 

Total 
utility 

1 3 
(-2.500) 

1 
(0.152) 

90 
(-0.545) 

3 
(-1.922) 

-4.818 

2* 1 
(-0.833) 

3 
(0.455) 

105 
(1.727) 

0.5 
(-0.320) 

1.029 

* Optimal membrane preparation condition 

Four membranes were prepared at the given optimal preparation conditions. 
Normalized CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeance for these membranes is plotted 
in Figure 5.3 together with the membrane that showed the best CO2/CH4 separation 
performance, membrane no. 12. None of the membranes prepared at optimal 
preparation conditions showed higher than average CO2/CH4 separation performance. 
The difference between membrane no. 12 and membranes no. 16A-D is the CNT 
content in the polymer. Since membrane no. 12 showed the best CO2/CH4 separation 
performance it used further for optimization of the operating conditions, even though 
it was not prepared at the optimized preparation conditions of the model. 

 

Figure 5.3 Separation performance of four membranes prepared at optimal preparation 
conditions (16A, 16B, 16C, 16D) compared with the best membrane tested (12) 

Membranes 16A-D were prepared by the same procedure, but the experimental results 
are not equal. 16A show lower membrane separation performance than the others that 
gave similar results, but there are also variations among them. This shows that there 
are notable sources of uncertainty in the membrane preparation procedure and the 
permeation experiments. 

Simulation cases are the real power of conjoint analysis as it gives the opportunity of 
predicting the most preferred case between cases that wore not ranked before. The 
results from the conjoint analysis can be used to predict membrane properties without 
executing experiments. Two simulation cases (no. 14 and no. 15) were included in the 
experimental design, and the results are given in Table 5.5.  All three models of 
Maximum utility, Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) and Logit indicated no. 14 would be 
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preferred. The prediction results based on conjoint analysis could be used as a guide 
for further optimization of membrane preparation condition. The simulation results 
were not validated by experimental results, but based on the preparation conditions in 
Table 5.2, it is reasonable to assume that no. 14 will show higher CO2/CH4 separation 
performance. 

Table 5.5 Simulation results by conjoint analysis for optimization of membrane preparation 
conditions 

No. Score 
(-) 

Maximum 
utility (%) 

BTL 
(%) 

Logit 
(%) 

14 6.872 100.0  68.5  89.4  
15 3.247 0.0  31.5  10.6  
 

5.1.3 Effect of selective layer thickness 

The selective layer thickness has a large influence on the membrane separation 
performance. The effect of the selective layer thickness can be illustrated with the 
equation for total flux of CO2 through the membrane. The first term on the right hand 
side of equation 2.24 represents the Fickian diffusion while the latter term represents 
carrier-mediated diffusion. Equation 2.24 shows that a membrane with a thin selective 
layer will obtain a high gas flux, and therefor also a high gas permeance that is 
included in determining the membrane separation performance. Concentration of CO2 
at the feed side/membrane interphase, CA,0, is proportional to the feed pressure. The 
concentration of CO2-carrier-complex at the feed side/membrane interphase, CAC,0, is 
determined by the CO2-carrier reaction and limited by saturation of carriers [39]. 
Saturation of carriers probably occurs somewhere in the pressure range investigated in 
these experiments and CAC,0 will then stabilize at a constant value. A membrane with 
a thin selective layer might be more sensitive to pressure variations than a membrane 
with a thick selective layer. At low pressure, when CAC,0>>CA,0, the thinner 
membrane could benefit more from the competition between facilitated transport and 
solution-diffusion mechanism and the separation performance increases. At high 
pressure, when CA,0>>CAC,0, Fickian diffusion might be rate-limiting. A thinner 
membrane could suffer more from the loss of relative facilitated transport to Fickian 
diffusion, and consequently a more rapid loss of CO2/CH4 selectivity than a 
membrane with a thicker selective layer. Isolated experiments to investigate the effect 
of selective layer thickness, while keeping all other membrane preparation factors 
constant is necessary to make conclusion on the effect of selective layer thickness.  

A very thin membrane is more vulnerable to defects. Defects in the selective layer can 
lead to reduced CO2/CH4 selectivity. A thin membrane could be less resistant to 
pressure effects as reduced water-swelling and increased packing density. The effect 
is probably most significant at pressures above the interval investigated in this work. 

5.1.4 Effect of heat treatment conditions 

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 indicates that a dry PVAm/PVA membrane has a very low 
CO2 permeance, and that permeance is substantially increased when the membrane is 
water-swollen. CO2 has a high solubility in water, and water is needed to transport 
CO2 through the membrane by the facilitated transport mechanism. Water swelling is 
therefor an important factor to maximize CO2 permeance and selectivity. Heat 
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treatment can be an efficient way to obtain the optimum swelling degree. Crosslinking 
degree is important for CO2/CH4 separation performance, as indicated by medium 
importance scores for heat treatment from the OED. Over-swelling can result in loss 
of membrane mechanical strength and sieving effect, as well as weaken the facilitated 
transport mechanism. The exact mechanism of heat treatment is not known. 

The effect of heat treatment temperature on CO2/CH4 separation performance goes 
through a maximum at 105 °C. Heating above this temperature results in lower 
separation performance. It has been reported elsewhere that optimum swelling degree 
of a PVAm/PVA membrane is obtained at 105 °C. Heat treatment above 105 °C 
results in a too strong crosslinking, and therefore lower swelling capacity [39]. Too 
intensive crosslinking results in restrictions in chain mobility that will decrease gas 
diffusivity [10]. Figure 5.2 d) suggests that less heat treatment duration will give 
better CO2/CH4 separation performance. However, there are strong interactions 
between the heat treatment temperature and duration. The optimum heat treatment 
duration is therefore dependent on the heat treatment temperature.  

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 also show that CO2/CH4 selectivity at 2 bar increases with 
increased relative humidity. At 10 bar, selectivity goes through a maximum, and 
decreases with increased relative humidity at high level of relative humidity. The 
plasticization phenomena can be a possible explanation for the loss in selectivity. At 
elevated pressure and high CO2 concentrations in the feed gas, CO2 is known to swell 
and plasticize the membrane. High degree of swelling looses up the polymer matrix, 
allows more CH4 to permeate and the result is low selectivity. A combination of water 
swelling and CO2 induced swelling can explain the loss in selectivity at elevated 
pressure and high level of relative humidity. Heat treatment will be more important 
under these conditions, as heat treatment possibly can prevent over-swelling. 

5.1.5 Effect of CNTs 

The effect of CNTs is not easy to analyze based on the results from the conjoint 
analysis. Addition of CNTs has shown to enhance water-swelling capacity of a 
PVAm/PVA blend FSC membrane. An increased resistance to compaction at high 
pressure have also been reported [10]. It seems that 5 bar is not high enough to gain a 
notable effect of CNTs. It is also possible that CNTs will penetrate the selective layer 
when the selective layer is very thin, as will be discussed further in chapter 5.3. 

Figure 5.4 shows the effect of CNT in a PVAm/PVA blend membrane at 2 bar at 
different levels of relative humidity. One membrane was prepared without CNTs, and 
one membrane was prepared containing 1 wt% CNTs in polymer. All other 
preparation and operating conditions were held equal for the two membranes. CNTs 
do not seem to have any effect on CO2/CH4 selectivity under these operating 
conditions. Both membranes show an increase in selectivity from 10 to 18 by 
increasing the level of relative humidity from 50 % to 90%.  
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Figure 5.4 The effect of CNT in the PVAm/PVA blend membrane on CO2/CH4-selectivity 
and CO2 permeance at 2 bar, 25 °C, feed gas (35% CO2) flow rate at 8.2 ml/s, sweep gas flow 
rate at 0.07 ml/s and various levels of relative humidity 

CNTs seem to have a negative effect on CO2 permeance at 2 bar. Both membranes 
with and without CNTs show a clear exponential increase in CO2 permeance with 
increased level of relative humidity, but the membrane not containing CNTs obtains 
higher CO2 permeance. At 88 RH% the membrane not containing CNTs obtained a 
CO2 permeance of 0.13 m3(STP)/(m2.bar.h), while just 0.09 m3(STP)/(m2.bar.h) was 
obtained by the membrane containing 1 wt% CNTs. Experimental variations might 
explain the difference in CO2 permeance, but a high content of CNTs in the selective 
layer could also add resistance to gas transport though the membrane, and thereby 
reduce CO2 permeance. 

Figure 5.5 show the effect of CNTs on selectivity and permeance at 10 bar and 
various levels of relative humidity. All other factors were held constant. CNTs do not 
seem to have a significant impact on CO2/CH4 selectivity, nor CO2 permeance. This 
confirms the results from the conjoint analysis. A slightly higher selectivity and 
slightly lower CO2 permeance is obtained for the membrane containing CNTs. A 
selectivity of 35 was obtained for the CNT reinforced PVAm/PVA membrane, and a 
selectivity of 33 was obtained for the membrane without CNTs. A CO2 permeance of 
0.06 m3(STP)/(m2.bar.h) was obtained by the CNT-PVAm/PVA membrane, while 
0.07 m3(STP)/(m2.bar.h) was obtained by the PVAm/PVA membrane. The small 
differences can be a result of experimental uncertainties, rather than the effect of 
CNTs. 
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Figure 5.5 The effect of CNT in the PVAm/PVA blend membrane on CO2/CH4-selectivity 
and CO2 permeance at 10 bar, 25 °C, feed gas flow rate at 8.2 ml/s, sweep gas flow rate at 
0.07 ml/s and various levels of relative humidity 

Aggregates of polymer and CNTs were separated from the casting solution though a 5 
µm filter. The thickness of the selective layer is less than 5 µm. CNTs might cause 
defects in the selective layer when the selective layer is very thin. 

CNTs have previously been found to have a positive effect on selectivity below 10 
bar [71]. Further investigation on the effect of CNTs and optimization of preparation 
conditions is needed to understand the effect of CNTs and utilize its potential to 
increase the CO2/CH4 separation performance of a PVAm/PVA blend membrane. 

5.2 Optimization of operating conditions 

5.2.1 Orthogonal experimental design and results 

An OED was applied to analyse the influence of four process variables on the 
membrane separation performance. Feed gas pressure, feed gas flow rate, sweep gas 
flow rate and relative humidity of the feed gas was investigated. Table 5.6 gives the 
OED’s factors and levels. 

Table 5.6 The factors and levels of the orthogonal experimental design for optimization of 
operating conditions 

Level Relative 
humidity  
(%) 

Pressure  
 
(bar) 

Sweep gas flow 
rate  
(cm3/s) 

Feed gas flow 
rate  
(cm3/s) 

1 60 2 0.07 4.1 
2 70 5 0.18 8.2 
3 80 10 0.29 12.3 
 

The OED was generated by SPSS and showed in Table 5.7 together with the 
experimental results. 13 operating conditions were tested. No. 10 to 13 served as 
model validation. No 14 and 15 were simulation cases.  
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Table 5.7 Experimental design and permeation test results for optimization of operating 
conditions 

No. Relative 
humidity  
 
(%) 

Feed gas 
pressure  
 
(bar) 

Sweep gas 
flow rate  
 
(cm3/s) 

Feed gas 
flow rate  
 
(cm3/s) 

Selectivity 
 
 
(-) 

CO2 
permeance  
(m3(STP)/ 
(m2.h.bar)) 

1 60 5 0.18 8.2 32 0.07 
2 70 2 0.29 8.2 34 0.08 
3 70 10 0.18 4.1 26 0.09 
4 70 5 0.07 12.3 22 0.09 
5 80 10 0.07 8.2 23 0.14 
6 80 2 0.18 12.3 31 0.16 
7 60 2 0.07 4.1 9 0.01 
8 60 10 0.29 12.3 30 0.07 
9 80 5 0.29 4.1 26 0.13 
10(a) 60 2 0.29 4.1 37 0.04 
11(a) 60 5 0.29 4.1 30 0.06 
12(a) 70 2 0.29 4.1 33 0.08 
13(a) 60 2 0.07 12.3 12 0.02 
14(b) 80 5 0.07 12.3 - - 
15(b) 60 10 0.29 4.1 - - 
a: Holdout, b: simulation 

5.2.2 Analysis of the OED 

Normalized CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeance of the experimental results are 
given in Figure 5.6. All tests were carried out using membrane no. 12 from 
optimization of the preparation conditions. Membrane no. 12 was prepared from a 
casting solution containing 1 wt% polymer with 1 wt% CNTs. The membrane was 
heat treated for 0.5 hours at 105 °C. 

 

Figure 5.6 Normalized mixed gas permeation test results for the OED experiments for 
optimization of process operating conditions 
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Rough trends of the effect of the different operating conditions on the membrane 
separation performance (average of normalized CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 
permeance) is given in Figure 5.7, where level 1,2 and 3 represent the levels given in 
Table 5.6. Based on the rough trends, relative humidity and feed gas flow rate were 
modelled as linear factors in the conjoint analysis, while pressure and sweep gas flow 
rate were modelled as discrete factors. 

 

 

Level 

Figure 5.7 Effects of operating conditions, a) Relative humidity b) Feed gas pressure c) 
Sweep gas flow rate d) Feed gas flow rate, on the membrane separation performance (average 
normalized CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeance) 

The operating conditions were then ranked from best to worst in 11 series taking 
different fractions of permeance and selectivity into account. The experimental results 
were then used to construct a model to rank the operating conditions from best to 
worst. A Pearson’s R value of 0.971 and a Kendall’s tau value of 0.889 indicates a 
good relationship between the estimated preferred operating conditions and the 
experimental results. Kendall’s tau value for the holdouts was 1.000, which gives a 
perfect match between predicted and actual rankings of the holdout cases. The utilities 
and importance scores are given in Table 5.8. Higher utility value indicated better 
performance. The relative importance scores can be sorted as follows: 

Relative humidity > Sweep gas flow rate > Feed gas pressure > Feed gas flow rate 

This shows that the relative humidity of the feed gas is the most important factor and 
will greatly affect the membrane separation performance. All operating conditions 
with high relative humidity show high CO2 permeance. Test runs with low relative 
humidity show low CO2 permeance. At high relative humidity, CO2/CH4 selectivity 
decreases with increased relative humidity but the overall membrane separation 
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performance (a combination of permeance and selectivity) increases with increased 
relative humidity. Medium level of relative humidity gives membrane separation 
performance in between the low and high levels. 

Table 5.8 Utilities and averaged importance scores for different factors for optimization of 
operating conditions 

Factor Level Utility Average importance 
score (%) 

Relative humidity (%) 60 12.273 46.6 
70 14.318 
80 16.364 

Feed gas pressure (bar) 2 0.364 11.2 
5 -0.91 
10 -0.273 

Sweep gas flow rate (cm3/s) 0.07 -1.667 33.2 
0.18 1.152 
0.29 0.515 

Feed gas flow rate (cm3/s) 4.1 0.409 9.0 
8.2 0.818 
12.3 1.227 

 

The second most important factor is the sweep gas flow rate. The optimum level was 
found to be 0.18 cm3/s. A low sweep gas flow rate combined with low pressure 
resulted in a low membrane separation performance. At medium and high pressure it 
was possible to apply a low sweep gas flow rate, and still retain a good separation 
performance. High level of sweep gas flow rate gave medium separation performance. 
The large significance score of sweep gas flow rate in the conjoint analysis is partly 
caused by the very low CO2/CH4 separation performance that is observed with the 
combination of low pressure and low sweep gas flow rate. Pressure and feed gas flow 
rate are the least important factors in the interval investigated. A high CO2/CH4 
selectivity and CO2 permeance was obtained by keeping a low feed gas pressure and 
high feed gas flow rate. Table 5.9 gives a comparison of a randomly selected 
operating condition (case 1) together with the optimized operating condition (case 2). 

Table 5.9 An example of different operating conditions 

Case Relative 
humidity 
 (%) 

Feed gas 
pressure  
(bar) 

Sweep gas 
flow rate 
(cm3/s) 

Feed gas 
flow rate 
(cm3/s) 

Total 
utility 

1 70 
(14.318) 

2 
(0.364) 

0.29 
(0.515) 

12.3 
(1.227) 

16.424 

2* 80 
(16.364) 

2 
(0.364) 

0.18 
(1.152) 

12.3 
(1.227) 

19.107 

* Optimized operating condition 

The optimized operating conditions are equal to the operating conditions in the OED 
test no. 6. Under optimized conditions a CO2/CH4 selectivity of 31 with a CO2 
permeance of 0.16 m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar) was obtained. Table 5.10 show a comparison 
of CO2/CH4 separation performance in the current work and other FSC and polymer 
membranes. 
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Table 5.10 Comparison of membrane separation performance in current work and other 
polymer membranes and fixed-site-carrier membranes 

Membrane CO2/CH4  
selectivity 
(-) 

CO2 
permeance 
(m3(STP)/ 
(m2.h.bar)) 

System Δp 
 
(bar) 

Ref. 

Polyvinylamine on polysulfone 
support 

700-1100 0.008-0.01 
 
 

Pure CH4 and 
CO2 

2-4 [11] 

Polyvinylamine on polysulfone 
support 
 

206 0.01 Pure CH4 and 
CO2 

1.3 [52] 

Polyvinylamine on polysulfone 
support 

53 0.01 50/50 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

1.3 [52] 

      
Polyimide blend of P84 and 
Matrimide 
 

44 0.08 50/50 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

8 [72] 

polyvinylpyrrolidone on a 
polysulfone support (a) 
 

48 0.46 50/50 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

0.03 [44] 

salt hydrates, e.g.   
((CH3)4N)F × 4H2O, immobilized 
in a support (a) 
 

270 0.19 25/50/25 vol% 
CO2/H2/CH4 

4 [73] 

Polyvinylalchohol/Polyvinylamine 
blend membrane on polysulfone 
support 
 

45 0.30 10/90 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

2 [43] 

Plasma polymerized membrane 
from diisopropylamine 

17 1.23 3.5/96.5 vol% 
CO2/CH4 
 

0.001 [32] 

Polysulfone (Monsanto) 30 0.06 40/60 vol% 
CO2/CH4 
 

10 [8] 

Cellulose-Acetate (Grace) 16 0.13 40/60 vol% 
CO2/CH4 
 

10 [8] 

polyallylamine/poly(vinyl 
alchohol) blend membrane on a 
polysulfone (a) 
 

58 0.07 10/90 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

1 [37] 

CNT reinforced 
polyvinylamine/polyvinylalchohol 
blend membrane on polysulfone 
support 

31 0.16 35/65 vol% 
CO2/CH4 

2 This 
work 

a: Both CO2 permeance and selectivity dropped drastically with increased pressure. 
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The membrane developed in this work show medium CO2 permeance and low 
selectivity compared to other membranes in literature. A membrane module based on 
CO2/CH4 separation performance in this range will require a large membrane area, but 
could perhaps be economically competitive as it is prepared from low-cost, 
commercially available polymer. Higher separation performance is expected for this 
membrane at even higher levels of relative humidity investigated in these experiments. 
According to literature, the separation performance reported here is also less than 
required to be preferred over amine absorption, but membranes are often applied in 
cases of low volumetric flow and high concentrations of CO2 in the feed gas. 

Two simulation cases (no. 14 and no. 15) were included in the experimental design, 
and the prediction of which one of the cases is the most favorable is shown in Table 
5.11. All three models of Maximum utility, Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) and Logit 
indicated no. 14 would be preferred. The prediction results based on conjunct analysis 
could be used as a guide for further optimization of membrane preparation condition. 
The simulation cases were not verified with experiments, but it is reasonable to 
predict that case no. 14 will obtain the highest CO2/CH4 separation performance. 

Table 5.11 Simulation results from conjoint analysis of optimization of operating conditions 

No. Score Maximum 
utility (%) 

BTL 
(%) 

Logit 
(%) 

14 5.697 77.3  65.8  76.7  
15 2.788 22.7  34.2  23.3  
 

5.2.3 Effect of relative humidity 

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 also show the effect of relative humidity of the feed gas. By 
increasing the relative humidity, an increase in selectivity and an exponential increase 
in CO2 permeance is observed. The swelling degree of a PVAm/PVA membrane have 
been reported to increase exponentially with increased relative humidity [57]. Thus, 
there seems to be a clear relationship between gas permeance and swelling degree of 
the membrane. Both CO2 permeance and CH4 permeance is increased when the 
membrane is water-swollen, but the transport mechanisms are thought to be different. 
The increase in CO2 permeance by the facilitated transport mechanism is indicated to 
be larger than the increase in CH4 permeance by the solution-diffusion mechanism. 
Based on the strong dependence humidity has on the CO2 transport it has been 
suggested that CO2 follows facilitated transport mechanism [11, 73, 74]. In a wet 
membrane, CO2 is transformed into a small and easy-to-move ion, HCO3

-, and the 
diffusion coefficient is thought to be enhanced due to lower movement resistance in 
the water-swollen membrane as a result of higher free volume and chain mobility. 
Increased permeance with higher degree of swelling with water may also be explained 
by the less resistance for diffusion of gases in water relative to the base polymer. A 
polymer with a less rigid structure, and higher free volume will obtain increased gas 
permeance. It is possible that PVAm/PVA blend membrane takes characteristics of 
rubbery polymer when highly swollen with water. This can explain an increase in 
CO2 permeance, and decrease in selectivity at high levels of relative humidity of the 
feed gas. The free volume of the polymer can be partly filled with water under these 
conditions, but this was not investigated in this work. 
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The dissolution of CH4 in a dry membrane is only caused by the interaction of CH4 
and polymer. Solubility of both CO2 and CH4 will increase in a wet membrane. The 
polarity of the membrane will increase with more CO2 being dissolved as HCO3

-; so 
non-polar CH4 will not easily dissolve, which can explain an increase in CO2/CH4 
selectivity. A slight decrease in selectivity is observed for some membranes at high 
levels of relative humidity. Loosening of polymer structure by over-swelling at high 
relative humidity might reduce the sieving capacity to CH4, resulting is a loss of 
CO2/CH4 selectivity, also reported by [43]. Optimal heat treatment conditions are 
essential to be able to operate at high relative humidity while keeping CO2/CH4 
separation performance.  

5.2.4 Effect of sweep gas flow rate 

Sweep gas is applied to reduce the concentration of permeant on the permeate side of 
the membrane to secure a high concentration gradient over the membrane. High 
concentration gradient leads to high diffusion. When a low sweep gas flow rate is 
applied, high CO2 concentration is present on the permeate side of the membrane. 
Weak driving forces for diffusion leads to low CO2 permeance. CH4 permeance will 
also be at a low level and less than CO2 permeance, because CH4 is only transported 
by the solution-diffusion mechanism. High selectivity is usually obtained at low 
sweep gas flow rate. When sweep gas flow rate is increased, the driving forces for 
transport of both CO2 and CH4 will increase. An observed drop in selectivity indicates 
a higher increase in CH4 permeance compared to the increase in CO2 permeance. 

According to the results from the conjoint analysis, the optimum sweep gas flow rate 
is 0.18 cm3/s. Too low sweep gas flow rate gives low CO2 permeance and too high 
sweep gas flow rate gives reduced CO2/CH4 selectivity. Back flushing of sweep gas is 
also possible at high levels of sweep gas flow rate. At low pressure, sweep gas might 
permeate through the membrane, increasing resistance to CO2 transport in the other 
direction as well as pollute the retentate stream. For a biogas plant it is an advantage 
to apply low sweep gas flow rates, preferably no sweep gas at all, as there are costs 
involved with separating sweep gas from the product stream and sweep gas 
consumption, and that high selectivity is obtained at low sweep gas flow rates. 
Nitrogen was used as sweep gas in these experiments, but the concentrations of 
nitrogen in upgraded biogas must be below 5 % m/m [7]. Water vapour could also be 
used as sweep gas, as it is easy to remove from upgraded biogas, and will contribute 
to the facilitated transport of CO2.  

5.2.5 Effect of pressure and feed gas flow rate 

CO2/CH4 separation performance is increased when the feed gas pressure is reduced. 
This can be explained by the membrane being more water-swollen at low pressure. At 
higher pressure the membrane is not able to swell as much, and the CO2 permeance 
decreases. At low pressure, when the carriers are not saturated, facilitated transport 
mechanism could be the largest source of CO2 transport across the membrane. At 
pressures above the saturation level, solution-diffusion mechanism will be dominating. 
The solubility coefficient is likely to be reduced at elevated pressure. According to the 
solution-diffusion mechanism, a decrease in solubility coefficient leads to a decrease 
in permeance. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 shows a CO2 permeance at 0.13 and 0.07 
m3(STP)/(m2.bar.h) at 2 and 10 bar, respectively. A decrease in permeability with 
increased pressure have been reported as a result of compaction of soft hydrogel 
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membranes [3]. It appeared to be most significant in membranes with a large degree 
of swelling.  

In glassy polymers, an expected loss in selectivity as pressure is increased is 
explained by CO2 permeance being more affected than CH4 permeance. A swollen 
membrane is thought to increase CH4 permeance more than CO2 permeance, and 
therefor also lead to a decrease in selectivity [54]. Due to the carrier saturation, the 
main characteristic of FSC membranes is represented by the decrease of both CO2 
permeance and selectivity towards CH4 with increasing CO2 feed partial pressure [55]. 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 shows a selectivity of 18 is observed at 2 bar, and a 
selectivity of 35 is observed at 10 bar. As CO2 permeance is reduced by increased 
feed gas pressure, the results suggest that pressure effect have a larger influence on 
CH4 permeance than on CO2 permeance. Another explanation is that the carriers are 
not saturated at 2 bar, and that the facilitated transport of CO2 is enhanced with 
increased pressure in the interval of investigation. Neither the facilitated transport 
mechanism, nor the effect of pressure on FSC membranes is fully understood. 

The results from the conjoint analysis indicate that pressure is not a very important 
parameter in optimization of membrane operating parameters. Since CO2/CH4 
separation performance is a combination of selectivity and permeance, the 
experimental results show a seemingly pressure independent separation performance. 
The separation performance benefits from increased CO2/CH4 selectivity, but is partly 
balanced by decreased CO2 permeance. 

Membranes with a very thin selective layer (<1 µm) are likely to be more vulnerable 
to pressures effects than membranes with a thicker selective layer (>1 µm). CO2 
permeance have been reported to decrease at a higher rate with increased pressure for 
membranes with a thin selective layer compared to membranes with thicker selective 
layers [39]. Pressure also influences the humidity of the system. The point of 
maximum selectivity will occur at a lower level of relative humidity when increasing 
the pressure, as reported in the specialization project [71]. When pressure is increased, 
the absolute humidity of the system will also increase if the relative humidity is kept 
constant. Swelling of the membrane is related to how much water vapour that is 
absorbed in the polymer, so when the pressure is increased, the point when the 
membrane is over-swollen and selectivity decreases could possibly occur at a lower 
level of relative humidity. 

The results from the conjoint analysis indicate that the effect of feed gas flow rate in 
the interval investigated is not of great importance. A higher CO2 permeance might be 
observed when applying a high feed gas flow rate, because CO2 concentration on the 
feed side of the membrane will be kept near constant and high driving forces for 
Fickian diffusion and facilitated transport are obtained even though some CO2 will 
permeate through the membrane. Feed gas flow rate probably has limited effect on 
CO2/CH4 separation performance. 

5.3 Scanning electron microscopy analysis 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was executed to measure the selective 
layer thickness of the membranes and examine the membrane surface. The dispersion 
of CNTs and the effect of dissolving CNT aggregates was also investigated. 
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5.3.1 Effect of dissolving carbon nanotubes with ultrasound 

CNTs that were supplied by SHOWA DENKO K.K. should have an average length of 
3 µm and an average diameter of 10-15 nm. The SEM image in Figure 5.8 a) shows 
that CNTs are packed together in large aggregates, some larger than 500 µm in 
diameter. The CNT aggregates were not easily broken or dissolved in PVA aqueous 
solution. Figure 5.8 b) shows CNTs in PVA after dissolution with ultrasound. The 
aggregates are clearly fractured, but with a broad size distribution. Some aggregates 
are still in the size range of 200 µm, but many CNTs and aggregates were found in a 
size range below 1 µm, which indicates that CNTs can be dispersed in water by 
ultrasound.  

 

Figure 5.8 SEM image of CNT aggregates in a) CNTs dissolved in water and PVA and b) 
CNTs dissolved by ultrasound in water and PVA 

The thickness of the membrane selective layer in these experiments is in the range of 
0.5-10 µm. Some of the CNT aggregates are larger than the thickness of the selective 
layer, thus it is important to filter the polymer/CNT solution before casting the 
selective layer on the support. A 5 µm filter was used, which implies that CNT 
aggregates larger than the thickness of the selective layer can be present in the coating 
solution. The filter was quickly blocked by CNT aggregates, and the lost CNTs are a 
source of uncertainty in how much CNT content there is in the membranes. The CNTs 
are supposed to increase the mechanical strength and free volume of membrane, 
however, large CNT aggregates can cause defects in the selective layer. Therefore, a 
suitable thickness of selective layer and good dispersion of CNTs should be well 
controlled to prepare high performance FCS membranes.  

Figure 5.9 shows close-up SEM images of CNT aggregates with and without 
dispersion by ultrasound. Dispersion in PVA makes a coating layer of polymer on top 
of the CNT aggregates, maybe also inside the tubes, so the tube shape of CNTs is 
only partly visible. It is possible that CNTs and polymer can be mixed quite well in a 
polymer-CNT matrix. This is likely to give higher mechanical strength to the 
membrane, but possibly not enhance CO2/CH4 separation performance at the 
operating conditions tested in these experiments. 
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Figure 5.9 SEM image of CNT aggregates in a) CNTs dissolved in water and PVA and b) 
CNTs dissolved by ultrasound in water and PVA 

5.3.2 SEM analysis of membranes 

SEM analysis was executed to investigate the cross section and surface of the 
membranes, as well as to measure selective layer thickness. The thickness of the 
selective layer is not a constant value, as the membrane is water-swollen under 
operating conditions. Figure 5.10 shows SEM images of polysulfone (PSf) support 
membrane without a CO2 selective PVAm/PVA layer. It can be seen that PSf has a 
sponge type asymmetric and porous structure, and that the pore size decreases close to 
the PSf surface. 

       

Figure 5.10 SEM pictures of PSf support membrane with asymmetric structure at 2700 and 
3200 x magnification   

Figure 5.11 shows a SEM image of membrane no. 12. The average selective layer 
thickness was estimated to be 375 nm. This membrane has a very thin selective layer 
shows a high CO2 permeance and CO2/CH4 selectivity. A defect free surface is 
important to obtain high selectivity, and only small amounts of CNTs were found in 
SEM analysis of this membrane. It is possible that the small amount of CNTs did not 
affect the separation performance of this membrane. Figure 5.11 a) show no CNTs in 
the cross section, and Figure 5.11 b) show that the CNT aggregates are small and 
distributed well on selective layer. CNTs are visible on the membrane surface, and the 
high selectivity suggests that CNTs are well covered by polymer. The cracks visible 
on the surface are likely to have originated from sample preparation.  
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Figure 5.11 SEM image a) cross section and b) surface of membrane no. 12: 1 wt% polymer, 
1 wt% CNT in polymer, high CO2/CH4 separation performance 

Figure 5.12 shows SEM images of the cross section and surface of membrane no. 5 
that is prepared with the highest level of polymer and CNT content. Membrane no. 5 
show below average CO2/CH4 selectivity, and very low CO2 permeance. The 
thickness of the selective layer varies from 1 µm to 8 µm throughout the membrane 
cross section. Where the selective layer is very thick, as shown in Figure 5.12 a) much 
of the selective layer is filled up with CNTs. Figure 5.12 b) shows that CNTs fills 
much of the surface of the membrane. The large variance in selective layer thickness 
can be a result of uneven distribution of coating solution, but also from CNTs that 
might contribute to an increase in selective layer thickness, especially when 
aggregated. 

 

Figure 5.12 SEM image of a) cross section and b) surface of membrane no. 5: 5 wt% polymer 
in coating solution, 3 wt% CNTs in polymer. Low CO2/CH4 separation performance 

A thick, dense, selective layer often presents low gas permeance due to a higher 
transport resistance. Therefore, large amount of CNTs added into polymer matrix may 
increase the resistance of CO2 transport through membrane instead of improving the 
permeance by increasing of free volume. 
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Figure 5.13 shows the correlation between concentration of polymer in the casting 
solution and the thickness of the selective layer. Thickness variations in the selective 
layer were found for membranes that were prepared from a casting solution with the 
same concentration of polymer. This is especially notable at 5 wt% polymer, where 
the average selective layer thickness varies from 1.31 µm to 4.95 µm. Variations in 
selective layer thickness can be partly explained by uncertain contents of CNTs in the 
casting solution. Various degrees of swelling and effects of pressure are other sources 
of variation. 

 

Figure 5.13 Comparison between measured selective layer thickness by SEM analysis with 
the corresponding concentrations of polymers in the casting solution 
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6 Process simulation 
6.1.1 Process description 

Ecopro is a biogas plant in Verdal municipality, Nord-Trøndelag County, and data 
from Ecopro were used as simulation basis in this work. 30,000 tonnes a year of food 
waste and sludge are collected and processed. Ecopro produces approximately 300 
Nm3/h of biogas with the composition noted is Table 6.1 and valuable fertilizer. The 
biogas is turned into 30 GWh/year of energy by a combined heat and power system 
that generates 42 % electricity and 58 % heat. 

Table 6.1 Biogas composition at Ecopro 

Component Volume fraction (-) 
CH4 0.600 
CO2 0.390 
O2 0.002 
N2 0.008 

H2S 6·10-6
 

 

The biogas from Ecopro contains 8 mg/Nm3 of H2S, which has to be reduced to less 
than a limit of 5 mg/m3 for natural gas. The CO2 content should be reduced to less 
than 0.7 vol% for fuel applications and less than 2 vol% as a natural gas substitute in 
a gas grid [7]. Figure 6.1 shows a flow sheet of a biogas generating system integrated 
with a membrane separation unit for biogas upgrading. Organic waste enters a 
bioreactor where microorganisms decompose the organic waste to biogas, mainly CH4 
and CO2, and fertilizer. H2S, particles and water vapour is removed before the 
membrane modules. Removal of water vapour will not be necessary when a FSC 
membrane is used. H2S can be removed with a desulfurization agent, e.g. FeCl2. Most 
of the H2S will then be removed as particles. A set of membrane modules separates 
biogas into a CH4-rich stream (product) and a CO2 rich stream (vented, stored or sold 
for other applications). Upgraded biogas is compressed to meet product specifications, 
which can be a natural gas substitute or vehicle fuel.  
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Figure 6.1 Flow chart of a typical biogas upgrading process [75] 

6.1.2 Process design and simulation basis 

The process designs are given in Figure 6.2. In process design 1 the feed gas is first 
compressed to the feed gas pressure level of the membrane module. The retentate is 
purified CH4, while CO2 and some CH4 permeates through the membrane and exits 
the membrane module on the permeate side. The permeate is then recompressed and 
enters the second membrane module. CH4 is recovered in the retentate stream and 
recycled to the first membrane module, while CO2 exits the process in the permeate 
stream of the second membrane module. Some CH4 is lost in the permeate stream. 

In process design 2 feed gas is compressed and enters the first membrane module. The 
permeate stream that exits the process contains mostly CO2, and some CH4. The 
retentate gas enters the second membrane module where purified CH4 exits in the 
retentate stream. The permeate stream contains some CH4 and is recycled to the first 
membrane module. 
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   1)              2) 

Figure 6.2 Process design 1 and 2 used for simulation 

Four simulation cases are given in Table 6.2. The objective of the simulation was to 
conclude which of the process designs that were preferred for upgrading biogas after 
economic parameters and investigate the influence of pressure on the simulation 
results. Chembrane, a simulation membrane module for UniSim, was used to simulate 
four cases for upgrading of biogas. The feed gas flow rate was set to 300 Nm3/h, with 
a feed gas composition of 60 vol% CH4 and 40 vol% CO2. This is approximately the 
real flow rate and composition at the Ecopro plant, given in appendix A. Two 
different process designs were simulated at 2 and 5 bar feed gas pressure.  

Table 6.2 Basis for simulation case A, B, C and D 

Case Process design Membrane feed 
gas pressure (bar) 

A 1 2 
B 2 2 
C 1 5 
D 2 5 

 

The product of all simulation cases was vehicle fuel grade methane (99.3 vol% 
methane at 200 bar). Since methane recovery is a very important economic parameter 
a methane recovery of 98 vol% was set. The membrane area of the two modules used 
in the simulation cases was adjusted to meet these criteria. A CO2/CH4 selectivity of 
31 with a CO2 permeance of 0.16 m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar), found by optimization of the 
operating conditions, was used in the simulation cases. 

Assumptions, 
 

1. The initial pressure of biogas was set to 1 atm. 
2. Compression ratio was limited to 3.5 due to restrictions in outlet temperature. 
3. The compressor efficiency was set to 75 %. 
4. Pressure drop in heat exchangers and from the feed side to the retentate side in 

the membrane modules was set to 0 bar. 
5. Both membrane separation modules operates at 25 °C. 
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6.2 Simulation results and economic cost estimation 

6.2.1 Simulation results 

Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the four simulation cases. The influence of 
process design and feed gas pressure on the size and number of process equipment 
(total membrane area, number of compressors and heat exchangers) and process 
variables (recycle ratio and compression duty) are given. Capital cost and running 
cost for biogas upgrading are also given for each simulation case. 

Table 6.3 Results of simulation case A, B, C and D 

 

Parameters 

Case 

A B C D 

Process design 1 2 1 2 

Raw feed biogas flow rate (Nm3/h) 302 302 302 302 

Membrane feed gas pressure (bar) 2 2 5 5 

Upgraded biogas flow rate (Nm3/h) 181 181 181 181 

CH4 purity (vol%) 99.3 99.3 99.3 99.3 

CO2 putiry (vol%) 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 

CH4 recovery (vol%) 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 

Recycle ratio 8.195 10.59 0.86 1.91 

Total membrane are (103 m2) 160 167 7.2 7.9 

Compression duty (kW) 105 144 78 99 

Number of compressors 6 5 7 5 

Number of heat exchangers 6 5 7 5 

Capital cost (US$ million) 59.715 62.213 4.775 4.622 

Running cost (US$/Nm3 upgraded biogas) 2.696 2.810 0.589 0.603 

 

Pressure is an important process variable. Increasing the feed gas pressure will reduce 
CO2 permeance, but the membrane area will be significantly reduced with increased 
cross-membrane pressure difference according to equation 6.1: 

qp,CO2 =QCO2
!A ! "pCO2    (6.1)  

where qp,CO2 is the permeation flow rate of CO2 (m3(STP)/h), QCO2 is CO2 permeance 
(m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar)), A is the effective membrane area (m2) and ΔpCO2 is the partial 
pressure differences of CO2 (bar) in the feed and permeate stream. An increase in feed 
gas pressure from 2 to 5 bar reduces the total membrane area from 160·103 m2 to 
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7.2·103 m2 with process design 1. A lower CO2 permeance is expected at 5 bar, but 
higher pressure than 2 bar is preferred due to the dramatic decrease in total membrane 
area. It could be expected that the total membrane area at low pressure will be less 
than calculated since the facilitated transport mechanism, which is not included in the 
simulation model, plays an important role in the trans-membrane transport of CO2 at 
low pressure.  

The recycle ratios of the low-pressure cases A and B are very high compared to case 
C and D.  The requirement of 99.3 vol% CH4 in the product steam in the low-pressure 
cases (A and B) causes a large membrane area. Large amounts of CH4 will then 
permeate through the membrane and exit the membrane module in the permeate 
stream. To secure a methane loss of just 2 vol% a fairy small membrane area is 
needed in membrane module 2. The result is a large recycle stream. This causes the 
need for larger equipment size and higher compression duty. Simulation case B has a 
recycle flow rate/feed gas flow rate-ratio of 10.59 and a total compression duty of 144 
kW. Case C has a recycle ratio of 0.86 and a total compression duty of 78 kW, or 0.43 
kWh/Nm3 upgraded biogas. This is higher than results found in literature, probably 
caused by applying lower permeation data in the membrane modules simulated in this 
work. A flow sheet of simulation case D is given in Figure 6.3. The mass and energy 
balance of the flow sheet is given in appendix B. 

 

Figure 6.3 Flow sheet of the simulated process of case D in UniSim 

Process design 2 needs less compressors and thereby also less heat exchangers than 
process design 1, because the permeate stream of membrane module 1 does not need 
to be compressed. Less equipment gives reduced capital cost. On the other hand a 
larger total membrane area is needed for process design 2, which increases the capital 
cost. 

Pressure drop from the feed side to the retentate side of the membranes, as well as 
over the heat exchangers was assumed to be zero. There will be a pressure drop in 
membrane separation process, but it will probably not constitute a significant part of 
the total energy requirements, nor the number of compressors. Nitrogen was used as 
sweep gas in the simulation cases, and set to a low flow rate to prevent sweep gas 
from permeating through the membrane and cause contamination of the product. It is 
possible that a larger sweep gas flow rate is required in a real biogas separation 
process, and other gases or vapours (e.g. water vapour) that is easy to separate from 
the product stream should be considered.    
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6.2.2 Economic cost estimation 

The running costs per Nm3 upgraded biogas were US$0.589 and US$0.603 for case C 
and D, respectively. The low running costs of case C originates from the low recycle 
ratio and thereby low compression duty. Even though the total membrane area is less 
for case C than case D the capital cost is higher, because two more compressors and 
heat exchangers are needed in case C than in case D. Case D will have a shorter 
payback time than case C, and will be the most profitable alternative. The net cash 
flow of case D is plotted in Figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4 Net cash flow diagram of case D 

The payback time is calculated by equation 6.2. 

   (6.2) 

With a price of US$1.55/Nm3 upgraded biogas at 200 bar containing 99.3 vol% 
methane the pay-back time of the investment is about 4.1 years. For case C the pay-
back time is 4.2 years. With an internal rate on return on 11,5 % the net present value 
of the membrane process is US$2.07 million. The low feed gas pressure cases A and 
B will not be suitable for upgrading of biogas as the running costs are higher than the 
price of the product. See appendix C for calculations. 

It is not easy to conclude which process design is most favourable. The choice of 
process design does not have a large influence on the capital or running costs, 
especially when compared to the influence of pressure. Case C has the advantage of 
low recycle ratio, less total membrane area, and less compression duty. A drawback is 
a higher total number of compressors and heat exchangers. The reason for having two 
compressors to compress the gas from 1 to 5 bar was a set maximum outlet 
temperature of 150 °C of the compressors. If a more temperature resistant material 
was chosen, or a compressor system designed to compress low pressure gas by a 
factor higher than 3.5 was used it is possible that only one more compressor is needed 
in case C than in case D, and that process design 1 would be the more economic 

Pay-back time = Total investment
Average annual cash flow
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competitive alternative. Process design 1 has been found to be the optimal alternative 
by others [58]. 

The equations used for calculating equipment cost were based on larger production 
volumes than what have been studied in this case. Compressors less than 20 kW were 
cost estimated as if they were 20 kW and heat exchangers less than 10 m2

 were cost 
estimated as if they were 10 m2

 to be able to use the equations for equipment cost. 
Thus are the estimated capital costs higher than what real capital cost will be, or the 
estimations can be used on a scaled up biogas plant. The gas used in this experiment 
only contains CH4 and CO2. Real biogas may contain tracks of many other gases and 
vapours like hydrogen sulphide, air components, TOC, sometimes ammonia, chlorine, 
toluene etc. Permeance, selectivity and membrane lifetime can be decreased by the 
presence of other gases.  

Methane loss is an important economic parameter for a biogas upgrading facility. In 
the simulation cases, the loss of methane was set to 2 vol%. At a biogas plant there is 
a need of heat (the bioreactor needs 40 °C). An alternative process design could be 
optimized with integration of methane loss for the purpose of heat production. This 
might result in another preferred process design as the membrane area and the recycle 
ratio is greatly reduced by allowing a higher methane loss. Figure 6.5 shows a 
sensitivity analysis of how the net present value of the biogas upgrading plant after 10 
years changes with a +/- 10 % change in the price of upgraded biogas, feed biogas, 
electricity, cooling water and membrane module. The net present value of the biogas 
upgrading plant is most sensitive to the change in price of upgraded biogas. The 
change in cost of membrane module and the value of the raw biogas feedstock are the 
costs that have the largest impact on the net present value. Variations in the cost of 
electricity and cooling water do not have a notable effect on the net present value. The 
price of upgraded biogas must be above US$1.22/Nm3 for the biogas upgrading plant 
to have a positive net present value after 10 years. 

 

Figure 6.5 Sensitivity analysis of case D that show how net present value changes with a +/- 
10% change in price of upgraded biogas and cost of feed biogas, electricity, cooling water 
and membrane module 
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7 Uncertainty 

7.1 Experimental 

The preparation technique used to mimic the dip coating procedure includes manual 
work without strict standardization. The procedure was not performed in the exact 
same way each time. The coating step of the membrane preparation technique might 
result in membranes with different selective layer thicknesses, even if prepared 
following the same procedure.  

Loss of polymer and CNTs by filtering is expected. Some of the polymer and CNTs 
will be retained in the filter. The actual polymer concentration and CNT content in the 
polymer might be lower than calculated. During sonication the casting solution 
becomes hot. Some water will evaporate, and the polymer concentration might be 
higher than calculated. Some loss of polymer is also expected.  

The thickness of the selective layer is not constant, as the membrane is water-swollen 
to different degrees under operating conditions. Measurement of selective layer 
thickness in dry state is therefore not the same as during experiments, and thickness 
variations were observed throughout the cross section of the membrane.  This is one 
of the reasons why gas transport through the membrane is reported as permeance, not 
permeability.  

Measurement of permeation data at low sweep gas flow rates and low pressure gave 
uncertain results. The permeate flow is low, and the results from the GC contains 
large fluctuations. CO2 permeance does not show a clear exponential trend. A 
combination of low feed gas pressure and low sweep gas flow rate should be avoided 
to get stable results. 

A stopwatch and bubble flow meter was used to calculate sweep gas flow rate and 
feed gas flow rate. There is a linear relationship between the measured values, and 
calculated flows. The linear function is generated at low flow rates, and extrapolated 
to higher operating flow rates. There are sources of uncertainties at both the manual 
readings, and in the regression. The sweep gas flow rate at 0.29 cm3/s has a standard 
deviation of 0.022 cm3/s, and the sweep gas flow rate of 0.07 cm3/s has a standard 
deviation of 0.005 cm3/s. The linear relationship has a coefficient of determination, R², 
for calculations of the feed gas flow rate was equal to 0.9887. 

The experimental set up needs time to stabilize. Relative humidity is the largest 
source of uncertainty as small adjustments generates large changes in relative 
humidity of the feed gas. Relative humidity is also the factor that needs the longest 
time to stabilize. By increasing the relative humidity from low to high values at the 
same rate twice or more, slightly different permeation data are likely to be obtained 
each time. CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeance was reported as an average of 2-3 
values at stabilized conditions. The average standard deviation of CO2 permeance is 
0.002 m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar) and the average standard deviation of CO2/CH4 selectivity 
is 0.7. 
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7.2 Simulation and economics 

A process simulation will always differ from real process. Simulation was executed to 
evaluate the process feasibility at an early development stage. More accurate and 
precise simulations are needed in the following stages of development. The 
Chembrane membrane module used in UniSim only considers trans-membrane 
transport of gases by solution diffusion mechanism. The real CO2 permeance will 
probably be higher than the simulation results, especially at low pressure, due to the 
contribution of the facilitated transport mechanism. 

The largest source of uncertainty in the operating economic evaluation is the price of 
upgraded biogas. The price of 99.3 vol% methane as vehicle fuel reported here is a 
normal price at gas stations, but if Ecopro were first to sell upgraded biogas to a gas 
station the price would be lower. The price of upgraded biogas can be less than 
estimated and still be economic competitive, as discussed earlier. 

The type of end use of biogas sets the quality demands, and upgrading biogas to 99.3 
vol% CH4 requires a large membrane area. Other applications might demand a lower 
CH4 concentration in the product stream (e.g. as natural gas substitute or for fuel 
applications that requires less CH4 purity).  

Cost estimation of the upgraded biogas plant is based on simple calculations, and 
large levels of uncertainty is therefor involved. The cost of equipment will probably 
be less then estimated, since the equipment is dimensioned for larger production 
volumes than needed, based on the simulation results. The total fixed capital is 
calculated from a simple model, and more accurate calculations are needed to make a 
good estimate of the investment cost. 
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8 Conclusion 
This master’s thesis has focused on testing and optimization of PVAm/PVA blend 
membrane. A high performance membrane was developed by commercially available 
polymer. Based on the prepared PVAm/PVA FSC membrane, process simulation and 
cost estimation was used to investigate the process feasibility of biogas upgrading. 

OED was applied to investigate the influence of membrane preparation conditions on 
its selectivity and CO2 permeance. The relative importance of the preparation 
condition parameters were found to be: polymer concentration in casting solution > 
heat treatment temperature > heat treatment duration > content of CNTs in polymer. 
The optimized membrane preparation condition in the interval of investigation was: 1 
wt% polymer in the casting solution, containing 3 wt% of CNTs, heat-treated at 
105 °C for 0.5 h. It was found that a membrane with a very thin selective layer (375 
nm) was able to give both high CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeance. 

Reinforcing the PVAm/PVA membrane with CNTs was investigated, but no 
significant effect was found within the range of investigation. SEM analysis has 
shown that CNTs gathers in large aggregates, and it was found that an even 
distribution of well-dispersed CNTs is needed to secure a defect free selective layer. 

OED was applied to investigate the influence of operating conditions in a permeation 
rig. The relative importance of the operating condition parameters was sorted in the 
following order: relative humidity > sweep gas flow rate > feed gas pressure > feed 
gas flow rate. The optimized operating conditions in the interval of investigation was 
found at a feed gas pressure of 2 bar with a relative humidity of 80 %, and a feed gas 
flow rate and sweep gas flow rate at 12.3 cm3/s and 0.18 cm3/s, respectively. A 
CO2/CH4 selectivity of 31 with a CO2 permeance of 0.16 m3(STP)/(m2.h.bar) was 
obtained at optimized conditions. The separation performance is less than for other 
membranes reported in literature. 

A conceptual design of a biogas upgrading process with a feed gas flow rate at 300 
Nm3/h was conducted. By simulating a two-stage membrane module separation 
system with recycle it was possible to purify biogas up to 99.3 vol% CH4 and obtain a 
CH4 recovery of 98 %, based on permeation data from the prepared PVAm/PVA 
membrane. The total membrane area was reduced a lot by increasing the feed gas 
pressure from 2 to 5 bar. The capital cost of the most promising simulation case was 
estimated to US$4.622 million, and the running costs were estimated to be 
US$0.603/Nm3 upgraded biogas. The total membrane area was 7900 m2. The most 
important economic parameter for upgrading biogas is the price of upgraded biogas 
for vehicle fuel, and a price of US$1.22/Nm3 is necessary to secure a positive net 
present value of the project after 10 years.  
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9 Suggestions for future work 
In this work it was found that CO2 permeance was increasing with decreased 
membrane thickness, without loss of CO2/CH4 selectivity. Even thinner selective 
layers than tested in these experiments should be investigated as membrane separation 
performance may increase even more outside the membrane thickness interval 
reported here.  

Optimization of dissolving of CNTs is essential to prepare a defect free membrane 
with a thin selective layer. CNT aggregates must be dissolved into single tubes so that 
the selective layer is not penetrated, preventing increased CH4 permeance and overall 
resistance to CO2 transport. Dissolving CNTs with ultrasound has shown to be 
effective, but optimization of the procedure is needed. Other possibilities for 
dissolving CNT aggregates, like the use of surfactants, can be investigated. Casting an 
ultrathin skin layer of PVA on top of the CNT reinforced PVAm/PVA membrane 
could also be done to eliminate possible pinholes caused by penetration of CNTs 
through the selective layer. A decrease in CO2 permeance can be expected due to 
increased thickness of the selective layer. Other nano particles than CNTs (e.g. SiO2, 
TiO2) could also be added to the polymer as other nano particles might give better 
results than CNTs. 

The effect of heat treatment should be further investigated as the results from the 
conjoint analysis indicate that less heat treatment duration gives the best membrane 
performance in the interval investigated. Optimum heat treatment duration is 
dependent on the temperature. The mechanism of heat treatment should also be 
investigated to understand the effect of heat treatment and optimize the heat treatment 
conditions to achieve high separation performance. 

Spinning hollow fiber membranes, and preparation of hollow fiber membrane 
modules will be an important step in further investigation of the PVAm/PVA blend 
membrane. Many commercial membrane modules are made of hollow fibers, and 
investigation of up-scaling effect can determine the PVAm/PVA membrane potential 
for commercialization.  

High-pressure applications, like separating CO2 from natural gas, demand a 
membrane with higher mechanical strength. Optimal membrane thickness is assumed 
to increase with higher pressure as well as the effect of CNTs is assumed to be more 
significant. Further investigation on high-pressure applications for PVAm/PVA 
membranes are required to reveal the full potential.  

Biogas consists of other gases than just CO2 and CH4. Test should be run with real 
biogas to investigate the effect of other gases on the membrane separation 
performance. H2S, which is present in biogas and natural gas, is likely to decrease the 
CO2 transport through the membrane with around ten percent, because H2S competes 
with CO2 transport. CH4 transport through the membrane might be enhanced [24]. 

The economic cost estimation in this work is based on simple equations, and gives 
only a brief overview of the capital costs and running costs. A more detailed 
economic evaluation should be conducted to give a more precise impression of the 
economic feasibility of a biogas upgrading plant. Optimization of operating condition 
in the simulation case can be optimized to achieve higher separation performance, and 
reduce capital costs and running costs. 
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Appendix A: Gas composition at Ecopro 
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Appendix B: Mass and energy balance of simulation case D 
The total mass balance of simulation case D, illustrated in the flow sheet in Figure 6.3, 
is given in Table B.1.  

Table B.1 Mass balance of simulation case D 

Flow rate in  
(kmol/h) 

Flow rate out  
(kmol/h) 

Feed gas 13.68 CO2 rich stream 5.47 
  CH4 rich stream 8.21 
Sum 13.68 Sum 13.68 
 

The energy balance of simulation case D, illustrated in the flow sheet in Figure 6.3, is 
given in Table B.2. 

Table B.2 Energy balance of simulation case D 

Heat flow in  
(MJ/h) 

Heat flow out  
(MJ/h) 

Feed gas -2738 CO2 rich stream -2103 
Compressor 1 184 CH4 rich stream -658 
Compressor 2 48 Heat exchanger 1 181 
Compressor 3 39 Heat exchanger 2 50 
Compressor 4 37 Heat exchanger 3 42 
Compressor 5 34 Heat exchanger 4 42 
  Heat exchanger 5 50 
Sum -2396 SUM -2396 
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Appendix C: Economic calculations 

C.1 Cost estimation 

Compressors, Centrifugal compressors were used below 50 bar, while reciprocating 
compressors were used to compress CH4 to 50 bar and above. Equation C.1 [76] was 
used to calculate the capital cost of the compressors. The compressors that were 
below 20 kW were cost estimated as 20 kW since the formula only is valid for 
compressors above 20 kW. 

Cb = C !Sn ! I2012
I1998

    (C.1) 

where Cb (US$) is the total cost, C=1920 for centrifugal compressors and C=2700 for 
reciprocation compressors, S (kW) is the capacity of the compressor and n=0.8 is an 
exponential factor. I2012/I1998=1.49 [77] is the chemical engineering  plant cost index, 
used to adjust the cost to a 2012 cost level. Compressor efficiency is estimated to be 
0.75. The compressor capacities and equipment costs for case A, B, C and D are given 
in Table C.1, Table C.2, Table C.3 and Table C.4. 

Table C.1 Compressor capacities and investments costs for case A 

Case A Capacity  
(kW) 

Cost  
(US$ thousand) 

K-100 20 35 
K-101 78 95 
K-102 20 35 
K-103 20 35 
K-104 20 45 
K-105 20 45 
Total  290 

 

Table C.2 Compressor capacities and investments costs for case B 

Case B Capacity  
(kW) 

Cost  
(US$ thousand) 

K-100 142 155 
K-102 20 35 
K-103 20 35 
K-104 20 45 
K-105 20 45 
Total  315 
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Table C.3 Compressor capacities and investments costs for case C 

Case C Capacity  
(kW) 

Cost  
(US$ thousand) 

K-100 20 35 
K-101 20 35 
K-102 20 35 
K-103  20 45 
K-104 20 45 
K-105 26 40 
K-106 24 40 
Total  275 

 

Table C.4 Compressor capacities and investments costs for case D 

Case D Capacity  
(kW) 

Cost  
(US$ thousand) 

K-100 20 35 
K-101 68 85 
K-102 20 35 
K-103  20 45 
K-104 20 45 
Total  245 

 

Heat exchangers, U-tube shell and tube heat exchangers were used for cost 
estimation. Equation C.2 [78] was used to calculate the cost. 

Cb = (a + b !S
n ) ! I2012

I2007
    (C.2) 

Where a=24000 and b=46 are constants, S (m2) is the heat exchanger area, n=1.2 is an 
exponential factor and I2012/I2007=1.13 corrects for increase in cost from 2007 to 2012.   

The heat exchanger area is calculated from equation C.3 and A.4 [79]. 

         (C.3) 

Where Q (kW) is the heat transferred across the heat exchanger, U (kW/m2.K) is the 
heat transfer coefficient, mc (kg/s) is the cooling water flow, cp,c is the heat capacity of 
water (4.18 kJ/kg·ºC), ΔTc (K) is the temperature difference of cooling water and 
ΔTlm (K) is the logarithmic mean temperature was calculated from equation C.4. 

    (C.4) 

All heat exchangers were calculated to be less than 10 m2 because of the low gas flow 
rates. 10 m2 were still used to calculate the cost of the heat exchangers due to the 
minimum area of 10 m2 that is needed for the formula to be valid. The cost of a heat 
exchanger is then calculated to be US$30,000. 

Q =U !A ! "Tlm = mc !cp,c ! "Tc

!Tlm = !T1 " !T2
ln(!T1 / !T2 )
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Membranes, Polymer membranes were estimated to a cost of US$20/m2 by co-
supervisor Dr. Xuezhong He. An estimated lifetime of five years was used for the 
membrane modules. With a project lifetime of 20 years, a total of four membrane 
modules are needed, so the total membrane capital cost was calculated as four times 
the cost of one membrane module. The costs of membranes in the different cases can 
be found in Table C.5. 

Table C.5 Cost estimation of membranes for simulation case A, B, C and D 

Case Area  
(m2) 

Cost of 4x modules  
(US$ thousand) 

A 160,000 12,800 
B 167,000 13,360 
C 7,200 576 
D 7,900 632 

C.2 Project fixed capital cost 

Cost estimation of a chemical plant is often based on the cost of the mayor equipment. 
A factor model [76] was used to estimate the total fixed capital cost, which is shown 
in Table C.6.  

Table C.6 Total fixed capital cost for simulation case A, B, C and D 

Item Factor Cost (US$ thousand) 
  Case A Case B Case C Case D 
Compressors  290 315 275 245 
Heat exchangers  180 150 210 150 
Membranes  12,800 13,360 576 632 
Total purchase cost Ce 13,270 

 
13,825 

 
1,061 

 
1,027 

 
fer Equipment erection 0.3     
fp Piping 0.8     
fi Instrumentation and control 0.3     
fel Electrical 0.2     
fc Civil engineering work 0.3     
fs Structures and buildings 0.2     
fl Lagging and paint 0.1     
ISBL cost C=∑Ce 3.2 42,464 44,240 3,395 3,286 
Design and engineering 0.3     
Contingency 0.1     
Total fixed capital cost  4.5 59,715 62,213 4,775 4,622 
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C.3 Running costs 

Biogas, The biogas from Ecopro is estimated at a price of ¢3.5/kWh. Ecopro produces 
2,667,000 Nm3/year of biogas which contains 6 kWh/Nm3 of energy [80].  

The cost of biogas is calculated by equation C.5. 

Cost of biogas = energy containment ⋅ production of biogas ⋅ price       (C.5) 

This gives a running cost of US$560,000/year. 

Electricity, The cost of electricity is estimated to US¢6.14/kWh [77]. The 
compressors will count for most of the electricity consumption. The cost of electricity 
in the four cases is given in Table C.7, with an estimated 8000 operating hours per 
year.  

Table C.7 The cost of electricity for simulation case A, B, C and D 

Case Price of electricity 
(US¢/kWh) 

Total compression duty 
(kW) 

Cost of electricity 
(US$/year) 

A 6.14 105 55,000 
B 6.14 144 75,000 
C 6.14 78 40,000 
D 6.14 99 50,000 

 

Cooling water, The price of cooling water is estimated to US¢18/m3 [77]. The cost of 
cooling water in the four cases is listed in Table C.8, with an estimated 8000 
operating hours per year. 

Table C.8 The cost of cooling water for simulation case A, B, C and D 

Case Price of cooling water 
(US¢/m3) 

Water consumption 
(m3/year) 

Cost of cooling water 
(US$/year) 

A 18 155,000 30,000 
B 18 210,000 40,000 
C 18 120,000 25,000 
D 18 145,000 30,000 
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Total running costs, It is estimated that the process operators that currently work at 
Ecopro will operate the separation process without hiring more staff. The total 
running costs are shown in Table C.9. 

Table C.9 Total running cost for simulation case A, B, C and D 

Item  Cost (US$ thousand) 
Variable costs  Case A Case B Case C Case D 
Biogas  560 560 560 560 
Electricity  55 75 40 50 
Cooling water  30 40 25 30 
Total variable costs  645 675 625 640 
      
Fixed cost      
Maintenance 5% of ISBL 2,214 2,212 170 165 
Land tax 2% of ISBL 850 885 68 66 
Insurance 1% of ISBL 425 443 34 33 
Total fixed cost  3,399 3,540 272 264 
Total operating costs without 
depreciation 

  
4,044 

 
4,215,000 

 
897,000 

 
904 

Running cost  
(US$/Nm3 upgraded biogas) 

  
2.696 

 
2.810 

 
0.598 

 
0.603 

C.4 Running income 

All four cases give a production of approximately 1,5 ·106 Nm3 upgraded biogas per 
year. The price of upgraded biogas for vehicle fuel at 200 bar was set to 
US$1.55/Nm3 in collaboration with supervisor Professor May-Britt Hägg if the biogas 
was to be sold directly at a gas station to customers. This gives an income of 
US$2.325 million/year for all cases. The net present value and cash flow is calculated 
from the work sheet in Table C.10 [77]. 
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Table C.10 Work sheet for calculations of net present value and cash flow 
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Appendix D: Original project description 
M-BH-3: Testing and optimization of PVAm/PVA blend membranes for biogas 
upgrading  

This project will focus on the testing and optimizing of 
polyvinylamine/polyvinylalcohol (PVAm/PVA) blend membrane for biogas 
upgrading. The objective of this project is to develop a high performance membrane 
biogas upgrading. Based on the prepared PVAm/PVA fixed-sit-carrier (FSC) 
membranes, process simulation will also be conducted to evaluate membrane 
separation performance and process feasibility using HYSYS and economic cost 
estimation  

The scope of this work can be specified as follows: 

1. Permeation tests of the blend FSC membranes at different pressures (2bar, 5bar 
and 10bar). The membranes will be prepared in various conditions with various 
thicknesses. The tests will be performed in an advanced mixed gas permeation rig 
with a humidity regulator and an automatic operating monitoring and controlling 
system.  

2. Optimization of the membrane preparation conditions based on the membrane 
separation performance at elevated pressures. The effects of cross-linking 
temperature and time, membrane thickness addition of carbon nano tubes (CNTs) 
will be investigated and the optimized membrane preparation condition 
determined. 

3. Optimization of operating conditions based on membrane separation performance. 
4. Characterizations of the blend membranes using SEM. 
5. Conceptual design and process simulation for biogas upgrading process. 
 

Co-supervisor Dr. Xuezhong He 

Reserved for Eivind Berstad 
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Appendix E: Risk assessment 
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